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BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON LABORATORY SCHOOLS AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The early campus schools were most often called Demonstration Schools.

Their primary functions at that time, in addition to providing what was

usually a better than average school for their students, were (1) to provide

a place to do their practice teaching for college students who hoped to be-

come teachers, and. (2) to serve as a model school which teachers from the

public schools could visit to learn what was new and best.

The student teaching function was somewhat analogous to the use of a

teaching hospital to give prospective physicians a chance to observe and

practice their skills in a closely supervised clinical setting. However,

the number of people in teacher training became too large for the campus

school to accommodate so the main burden of providing a place for practice/

teaching has largely shifted to the public schools.

The demonstration function was only moderately successful. Public school

teachers too often failed to benefit from their observations mainly because

they considered the campus school too "ideal" and felt that they could not

successfully duplicate in their own schools the teaching practices they ob-

served.

In the meantime there was a tendency, which still survives, for the campus

school to become a school for faculty children and the community elite.

Observation and particinption of teachers in training have continued to be

important functions, althow;h the nature of,obsclr-vation and participation has

too often been ill defined so that pteauingful nppraisal of value has been

practically impossible.

Debate hns been ,conttnuous over the years as to the most appropriate



functions of these schools.1 While a number of campus laboratory schools

have been closed in recent years, others have been opened.

In recent years there has been an increasing interest in experimentation

and research as an important function, although there is usually little evidence

of its reality. Too often most of the experimentation and research is carried

on by graduate students working on advanced degrees. This is, of course,

more likely to help the graduate student and to contribute only incidentally

to a carefully planned and coordinated program of experimentation and research.

As the primary function and raison ePtre shifted more to experimentation

and research names began to change from "demonstration" school to "laboratory"

school. The PK Yonge School at the University of Florida, for example, has

been called the PK Yonge Laboratory School since its beginning in 1934.

There is no serious doubt as to the need for highly sophisticated centers

for experimentation in education. The debate now focuses on where such exper-

imentation and research can be most effectively carried on under optimum condi-

tions and with the resources necessary to yie]d'reliable data and in which

replicable practices can be developed and disseminated.

In determining an appropriate locus for experimentation and research and

in determining whether there is an appropriate role for the campus laboratory

school in research and experimentation we might ask such question:, as these:

1. What questions need to be answered and whatproblems need to be

solved in order to improve education?

2. Which of these questions can be answered through a research or

experimental approach as opposed to a process of deliberation

designed to reach agreements on policy?

'The literature on laboratory schools is voluminous. A selected bibliography

is included at the end of this report.
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3. Which portions of this research cannot be conducted equally effectively

in established public or private schools?

4. Which of the research which could not be conducted in established

public or private schools could be conducted in a campus laboratory

school?

Some hold that high risk experimentation is appropriate only in campus

laboratory schools specifically designed and supported for that purpose. Free-

dom and support to try and fail without undue censure must be provided in some

way. School administrators who must dissipate their energies in explaining

away their failures can hardly be expected to be full time creative innovators.

The laboratory schools conducted within the State University System have

given hard and serious thought and planning to these matters. This is attested

by a considerable number of reports of faculty self-studies, Southern Associa-

tion Visiting Team reports,consultants' reports, and building surveys. Those

responsible for the operation of our laboratory schools have about reached the

point where they are ready to "fish or cut bait." They feel strongly that the

labOratory schools can and should play a necessary and significant role in the

advancement of education. They have suffered long years of dissatisfaction and

frustration and seem to be saying "let's either make our laboratory schools

first class centers of research, development, and dissemination or get out of

the laboratory school business." The decision, however, is not theirs to make.

The decision can be made only by the people of Florida, speaking through their

elected representatives in thi. logislaturem

The purpose of this report is to provide information which, hopefully, will

be useful in making wise and informed decisions.



Chapter II

PROS AND CONS OF LABORATORY SCHOOLS
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PROS AND CONS OF LABORATORY SCHOOLS

Controversy regarding the merits of campus laboratory schools has been

long and continuous. What are the principal arguments advanced in support

of campus laboratory schools? What do those say who do not feel that such

schools serve a legitimate educational purpose?

In this section, the main arguments on both sides of the issue are pre-

sented. Four major points on each side are presented first. Then each major

point will be developed briefly.

Among the arguments used by those who favor campus laboratory schools we

usually find, stated in various languages, the following:

1. High risk experimentation is safer to conduct and is likely to be

more productive in a university setting;

2. Training the school staff for responsible and competent participa-

tion in experimentation and research can best be done in a univer-

sity setting;

3. Resources needed for educational research-are more likely to be

adequate and available in a university setting;

4. Educational research in a university setting is more likely to attract

additional outside funding.

Those who oppose campus laboratory schools usually cite the following:

1. Campus laboratory schools often serve primarily as special schools

for faculty children and children of the community elite;

2. They cost too much;

3. Their functions can be carried out as weil or better by public schools;

4. Often campus laboratory schools have lagged beilind the-bctLer public

schools, in adopting innovative practices.
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For the Campus Laboratory School

1. IliBh risk experimentation is safer to conduct in a university settim.;.

In any educational experimentation with live children, there

is some risk that the experimental program will not be sufficient

to meet the needs of the student. A research environment that is

located adjacent to a university has a much greater possibility of

spotting such experimental weaknesses and providing remedial and

supportive instruction for the student so that they will not have

been permanently penalized by virtue of being included in an ex-

perimental effort. These kinds of back-up resources, are, in the

main, not available in an operating public school.

2, rilai_nirlathe school staff for reuonsible and com2etentperlielp2tion in

experimentation and research can best be done in_a university_setting.

The training and development of the laboratory school staff to

serve as participants in a programmed research effort is much easier

to accomplish in a university school than in a public school because

of the concentration of expertise in research methodology and tech-

nique on the university campus.

3. Resources needed for educational research are more likely to be adequate
and available in a university settinl,

Educational research, which i.ti on .Clo fcrefroi,t of kuowled

inevitably require of bui,;41) resource ant] capabi)itics including

researchers, learning spec:jalistc, st:Itistica] analyst .subject matter

specialists, and classroom teachers, which is largely unavailable to

the typical public school in this state. The only place where these

resources are available on a ready and .contdauip.basis, are the univer-
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sities which have university laboratory schools associated with them.

Ohles contends that serious research in the public schools is not

likely to occur,

On the surface it may seem obvious that a laboratory school

that has evolved into a cozy private school and been separated

from its college and even its department of education is an un-

necessary luxury, a useless waste of space, staff, and money.

However, such an appraisal assumes that there is no legitimate

role for a campus school and that the public school is the proper

place for educational research.

Startinp, with the latter premise, it should be acknowledged

that popularizing research in education has cheapened it in quality

if not in dollars. With research a gimmick to rally public support,

prove that a school system is up to date, and provide an appendage

to a public relations program, or foster personal ambitions, the

systematic, rigidly controlled process essential to a search for

truth is missing. When what is labeled "research" must prove a

point rather than test one, it is incapable of producing the theory

and technique essential for solution of the serious problems of

teaching and learning. Only by stretching the imagination or

distorting a definition can we seriously speak of research in the

public schools.

The vital role of the laboratory school is to be an educational

laboratory. Under a college of education, the laboratory school can

test a theory, apply expertise to every aspect of the research effort,

exert adequatL! controls, utilize data-handling resources, and measure

failure or success with 'equal candor--all those things that a public

school does poorly, if at a11.2

4. Educational research in a university setti.n is more likely to attract

additional oq1L11kaitaa.

Programmed and developmental research is an expensive and time-

consuming process. It is not reasonable to assume that all of the

programmed research which could and should he conducted in a university

laboratory school will be suppol-ied out of state funds. Thcf planners

and participants in such research efforts will need to look to other

sources of financial support for at least portions of the program.

2 John F. Ohl es, "T:; the 1,-;:d)oraLory School Worth Saving?" journal o f Toacher

Education, 18 (Fall, 1967) pp, 305-306
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University research personnel in colleges of education are considerably

more sophisticated in the tactics cf fund procurement for research

support than are public school people. Research proposals specifying

a laboratory school for developmental research ought to have a higher

probability of approval than proposals without such a research environ-

ment.

Against the Campus Laboratory School

1. They often serve primarily as special schools for faculty children and

children of the community elite.

It is often true that the presence of a campus laboratory school

serves as an aid to faculty recruitment. A commitment to accept a

faculty member's children in the campus laboratory school has often

been used as an additional inducement to accept a position in the

university. Whether they are actually better or not, the community

is often convinced that the campus laboratory school is better than

the average run of public schools, therefore, influential members of

the community have often brought pressure to bear to admit their children.

2. They cost too much.

In the face of continually rising costs for operating a university,

those responsible for raising the necessary funds have objected to the

additional cost of operating a campus Jahorntory school. This is es-

pecially true when the laboratmy school is perceived as a kind of

private school which is run for the bettefit cf a select ed few. Often

laboratory schools charge higher fees for materials than do .nearby

public schools.



3, Their functions can be carried out as well as by public schools.

The thinking of those who hold to this point of view has been

well expressed by Ohles in these words:

It was no longer considered satisfactory to depend on

laboratory schools to develop new advances in education, for

now it was believed that the artificial campus laboratory was

too far removed from neighborhood school reality.3

Ohles also points out that the prestigous Harvard Graduate School

of Education tests out its educational research in public schools

rather than on the campus.

4. Often cam_us laboratory schoolshamelpiatlhehind the betterablic

schools in adoelinzinfloatilleyractices.

This criticism has been heard more often in recent years, especially

since large amount of funding for testing innovative ideas has been

made available to public schools both by the federal government and

by foundations. Van Til remarks on this trend in these words:

Two contemporary trends have particular significance for the

laboratory school. Increasingly, the public schools are the locale

of student teaching or extensive research. Increasingly, the inno-

vations in education come from massive projects financed by national

government or foundations. Decreasingly, do the significant inno-

vations come from the laboratory school.'

3John F. Ohles, "Is the Laboratory School Worth Saving?" Journal of Teacher

Education, 18-(Fall 1967), p. 304

4William Van Til, "The. Laboratory School: Its Rise and Fall?" Indiana State

University road AzLoTatory.SchcolAdministrators Association, 1969. pp. 9-10.
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THE 'IDEAL'' LABORATORY SCHOOL

The following statements may be considered as criteria used to describe

the "ideal" campus laboratory school. In effect, these criteria indicate

that the ideal laboratory school has developed and validated its mission,

that the student body, faculty, financial support and other resources ne-

cessary to carry out its mission are present, and that procedures have

been developed to determine the extent to which the laboratory school is

accomplishing its mission.

The criteria are as follows:

1. There is a recise statement of mission.

The laboratory school has cooperatively developed a

clear cut statement of its mission which is acceptable

to the faculty, the sponsoring university, the parents

of the students, and the students themselves. The mission

described must be unique, i.e., the mission could not be

achieved satisfactorily in a setting other than a campus

laboratory school. Evidence is presented in support of

.appropriateness of mis3Lon and feasibility of missi on.

2. Thel.student .mix is apeyopriate to the stated mission.

.The composition of the student body is such that the

mission can be accomplished. The social, economic,

intellectual, racial and geographic composition of the

student body is controlled so that accomplishment of the

stated mission of the school is both feasible and possible.

3. The school staff is appropriate for the stated mission.

The teaching faculty, administration, and supporting

staff are adequate and competent to accomplish the

stated mission,

,Other rosourcys ,are Pi..)nrollrilte. i0 lbci stated mission.

The physical plant, equipment, inF,tructiorial materials,

.and library are both appropriate and adequate to enable

the school to accomplish its stated mission. Budgetary

support necessary for these resources has been carefully

determined and is available.
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5. The curriculum of the school and the procedures used

to implement the program are appropriate to the stated

mission,

Learning strategies, instructional media, guidance and

counseling of students, planning time for the staff,

in-service training and other procedures necessary to

enable the school to accomplish its mission are care-

fully planned and appropriate to the situation.

6. There is a systematic and workable plan for collectino

storing, retrieving and interpreting data regarding mission

acC21121aballt.

A workable plan for gathering evidence of extent to which

the school is accomplishing its mission has been devised

and is implemented. The school is able to document in

specifics the extent to which it is accomplishing its

mission. Plans for review and analysis have been developed

to the point that the school is able to demonstrate both

accomplishments and failures. Reasons for failures can

be pin-pointed.



Chapter IV

CAMPUS LABORATORY SCHOOLS, STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM

OF FLORIDA

The University School, Florida State University

The University School, Florida A. & M. University

Alexander D. Henderson School, Florida Atlantic University

P.K. Yonge Laboratory School, University of Florida
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CAMPUS LABORATORY SCHOOLS, STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM

OF FLORIDA

Each laboratory school director in the State University

System was requested to study the characteristics of the

"ideal" campus laboratory school presented in chapter 4I and

to prepare a written statement comparing his school to the

"ideal."

Each director responded and the statements of each are

presented in this chapter just as they were written.

Members of the chancellor's staff and a consultant from

outside the state visited each laboratory school and read

descriptive material, position papers, evaluation reports and

.other -reports about each school, and met with representatives

of each of the laboratory school in a two-day meeting in Boca

Raton on October 23 and 24.

Conclusions and recommendations of the chancellor's

staff and those of the consultant appear in chapter 6 and in

the exhibits.



A COMPARISON OF THE UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF

FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
TO THE IDEAL LABORATORY SCHOOL CRITERIA
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Any meaningful comparison of the Florida State University
School with the criteria of an Ideal Laboratory School must take

into account the transitional nature of the current University
School operations. The school is in the initial stages of a

major change in its operational purposes and design; the results
of this change will, therefore, continually alter any information
provided in a comparison between such criteria and the present
University School situation. For example, the operational definition

of the school as a research and development center, rather than a
"model school" or one primarily involved in teacher education, might

well require significant changes to be made, in terms of staff, equip-

ment, and activities. The comparison which follows, therefore, is an

attempt to reflect the existing situation, while at the same time

presenting the new scheme which seems to be evolving.

Over the past seven months, the problems of the University School

have been under intensive study. Members of the College of Education
and the University School have discussed the many aspects of the

school, in a attempt to establish directions for the school so that it

can,function effectively and in a manner that will make the greatest
contribution to the advancement of education possible within the

University setting.

One major result of these efforts was the decision made in favor

of one major mission for the school, rather than a variety of missions.
The function agreed upon was that the school should concentrate its
efforts on research and development activities.. Thus it was felt
that the school would have as its unique responsibility the utilization

and evaluation of the newest educational skills, processes, and

materials resulting from current research and development throughout

the University.

A proposal was prepared in which the recommendation was made that

the functions presently expected of the school be delimited to the one

research and development thrust. This proposal already has received

the approval of the Dean of the College of Education and the
President of the University.

Another recommendation included in the proposal provided for the

appointment of a policy-making-group for the school. This Zxecutive

Board is charged with thezreopenstbility of establishing policy,

ensuring program-luplaementatibmnAloasistent with the defined research
,and development lunctions, an.dwg4suming the general responsibility for

the operation of.the school. 1:he'leard is composed of five.professors
dImm within tihe,College of Bolotation who nra,410pinted by the Dean

of the College.for,stAgvered three-year terms.
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The Board has been appointed and is operational. Most of their
efforts to date have been devoted to establishing a clear understanding
of the duties and responsibilities of the group. The final draft of the
document has been prepared and submitted to the Dean and President
of the University for their approvals.

The Board now is devoting its attention to the matter of
establishing an operational definition of what research and development
is to be for the University School.

Once this task has been 'completed it will be possible to determine
the staffing, facilities, materials, and equipment needs necessary
to successfully put into operation the research and development concept
which was developed. Since a comparison made upon the completion
of the newly developed plan with the ideal laboratory school criteria
would yield more valid information, the reader of the following
comparisons should keep in mind the transitions currently being
experienced at the school.

I. There is a precise statement of mission

During the second week of August, 1969; a proposal was submitted
to the Dean of the College of Education and President of the
University in which it was recommended that the single mission of
the school be one of a research and development laboratory. This
particular recommendation evolved from the numerous study sessions
which were held during the spring and summer of this year. The

groups which met to conduct these discussions consisted of members

of the faculties of the University School and the College of Educa-
tion.

The task of providing the leadership necessary to establish a clear
operational definition of what research and development is to
consist of at the University School has been assigned to the
University School Executive Board. As previously mentioned, this

group at this point is addressing itself to this particular task.

The search for evidence to support the decision to concentrate
the efforts and resources of the University School to research and
development might begin in the Laboratory School Study being

'developed for the Board of Regents: In this document, four
statements ',supporting laboratory-s'chools are included, each of

which emphasizes the research and-tevelopmentlaspect of such
institutions. Aftple evidence ..can also he found in the literature
relative to laboratory schoolsa.A.,resaarch Journals which support
such a position, and 'recent state aegialatIonwhich Troposes the
-ektablishmemt of a state network offaeseaxth amt )Development
Centers would ,add aupport to the decision.
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II. The Student mix is appropriate to the state mission

On August 1, 1969, a new admission policy was approved for the

University School. The plan was implemented for the Kindergarten

and seventh grades this year. This plan was developed to insure

the acquisition of a more balanced representation in the student

body for research purposes.

The procedure is a computerized scanning process designed to

select students on the basis of ability, sex, race, and economic

factors needed to achieve and maintain the desired representative

population.

The selection of students this year in the Kindergarten and

seventh grades utilizing the newly implemented procedure clearly

reveals the ability of the school to control student admissions

in keeping with desired research needs.

III.. The School Staff is ap.ro riate for the state mission

As indicated previously, it is difficult to consider appropriateness

of staff until the operational scheme for the research and

development laboratory has been determined. The scheme which is

being developed would include the staff necessary to man the

laboratory.

However, there are positions which do not exist and are needed,

whether the school remains in its present state of,operation or

bec'mes a Research and Development Center. Some of these

would fall into the classification of specialist positions,

such as research and evaluation specialist, elementary curriculum

specialist, secondary curriculum specialist, and pupil personnel

services specialist. To become active in research and curriculum

development activities it would also be necessary to assess
thoroughly faculty work loads, in order to provide reasonable

,teaching assignments which would give faculty members the time

'required to successfully engaged in planning and implementing

projects.

It is quite evident from available accreditation reports that in

the present operation of the school the number of administrative

staff positions is inadequate. It is also rather certain.that

the staffing needs of the proposed operation will reveal the need

for redefinition of administrative responsibilities, as well

as the requirements for 'additional staff.

IV. Other resourcea.ass.tauuriate to the stated mission

As mentioned An Criteria III, what is appropriate as it related to

the University School in this period of change cannot be determined

until certain decisions are made in the near future. However,

at the present time, the school could not measure up to this

criteria under its present operation unti.1 recently the internal

condition of the building was .one o'7.?oor x.epair. During the



summer considerable effort was made to repair and repaint all

areas of the school. In addition monies have been allocated to

remodel several areas of the school in bad need of repair, most of

which were cited as deficiencies on the Southern Association
Report made last spring. Other areas in need of remodeling

for which no monies are available are science laboratories,
business laboratory, music areas, Industrial arts, and the

cafeteria.

Instructional materials and equipment are grossly lacking in the

school. For the most part, this situation exists as a result

of a long history of inadequate funding of the school in these

areas.

The library is most inadequate to meet the needs of any direction

taken by the school. This deficiency was strongly emphasized

in the State Accreditation Reports, and was included in the SACS

Report as well. However, monies have been appropriated to permit

enlarging and renovating this area. A five-year plan for purchasing

equipment and materials needed to bring the inventory in the center

up to acceptable standards has been included in the EIE plan.

V. The curriculum of the school and the procedures used to implement

the program are appropriate to the stated mission.

The proposed mission of the school most probably will required some

change in this area from the present operation. Of course the

extent of change needed cannot be determined at this time.

At the present time the school maintains a balanced curriculum.

The students have opportunities to develop skills which will prepare

them for many and varied future pursuits.

The program and operation is sufficiently flexible to permit the

phasing in and out of research and development projects as they are

planned. Excellent cooperative arrangements exist between

departments in the college and the related department of the

University School in some areas. In these situations research and

development activities are continuously being conducted. Worthy

of note are the Departments of Science, Mathematics, Home

Economics, and Industrial Arts.

Guidance services are provided for the students at the elementary

and secondary levels. It was noted in the State Accreditation

report and Southern Association .study that there was the need for

one additional counselor.

The Executive ,Board will have the responsibility for developing the

operational plan of relationships between instructional and service

units of the College of Education and University and University

School. This group will also have the authority and responsibility

for establishing the guidelines for implementing the research and

development function. It is estimated that this phase of the program

planning will be completed in the early spring.
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VI. There is a s stematic and workable lan for collectin storin

retrieving, and interpreting data regarding mission accomplished

This area is very weak in the present operation. There are no

research and evaluation personnel on our staff. However, major

research and curriculum development projects which have been

conducted by the departments of the College in which the University

School students' and faculty were used did include thorough

evaluation designs. In these cases,the evaluation work was

conducted by a .research and evaluation specialist who was part

of a particular project.

There is ample reason to believe that in the proposed plan this

particular area will receive much attention. A well staffed team

of research and evaluation specialists will be essential to the

successful implementation of the proposedAt b D Plan.
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HOW DOES FAMU MEET THE CRITERIA?

1. There is a precise statement of mission.

In the philosophy of the Florida A and M University High School is the
statement, .... "It serves and enriches the teacher education program of
the University in many ways, especially: (1) by furnishing professional
laboratory experiences, (2) by providing opportunities for directed
observation and participation as inherent aspects of professional courses,
and (3) by providing opportunities for experimentation and research. "

The flexibility of the program permits its adaptation to the needs of the
professional courses rather than the courses being adapted to the ongoing
program of a public school.

Students preparing to teach test methods, techniques, and procedures
in actual classroom settings under the close supervision of experienced
teachers.

Other units of the University, such as the department of speech, use
the facility as a laboratory.

2. The student mix is a prop iate to the stated mission.

The social, economic, intellectual, and geographic composition of the
student body covers a broad spectrum which permits the pre-service teacher
to get experiences in a setting which is not atypical.

Of course, the racial mix leaves much to be desired.

The school staff is a ro riate for the stated mission.

The teaching faculty, administration, and supporting staff are generally
competent. However, additional training in research skills is needed.

Additional teaching faculty is needed to provide more time for planning
and research. A director of research and curriculum planning would also
prove most helpful.

4. Other resources are ,,pyr(T.riate to th.e,statedmission.

In order to discharge the stated mission, there should be at least two
sections of each grade. This would necessitate the enlargement of the
elementary school plant.
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HOW DOES FAMU MEET THE CRITERIA?

At present the instructional materials and library holdings are
adequate.

Budgetary support for equipment and instructional materials is
fairly adequate for the present program. However, additional expense
money could be used to implement innovative programs.

The curriculum of the school and the procedures used to implement the
program are appropriate to the stated mission.

Teachers develop syllabi in each subject area. These are articulated
Drtically and horizontally. The content of the syllabi determines the
arning strategies used and the -Instructional media needed.

Group guidance and individual guidance and counseling are provided.

Although each high school teacher has one planning period, an
additional period would provide more time for research.

The elementary school teachers do not have a daily period for
planning.

All teachers participate in an organized in-service training program.

6. There is a systematic and workable plan for collecting, storing, retrieving,
and interpreting data regarding mission accomplishment.

There is no definite systematic plan by which the school can ascertain
the degree to which its mission is being accomplished.

Lack of personnel has precluded the formation and implementation of

such a program.

Periodically an informal assessment is made ofthe number of
university departments and students served.
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FUNDING REQUIRED TO MEET CRITERIA

1. Renovation and expansion of buildings $ 290, 000. 00

2. Educational equipment
50, 000. 00

3. Salaries for approximately twenty (20) new persons 160, 000. 00

4. Development of a special program to raise aspiration

level, academic achievement, and enhance

self-concept of disadvantaged children 50, 000. 00

PBM:rdw

_10/15 /69
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EVALUATION OF THE ALEXANDER D. HENDERSON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL
ACCORDG TO THE BOARD OF REGENTS CRITERIA

FOR THE IDEAL LABORATORY SCHOOL

1. Missions of the Alexander D. Henderson University School:

The central mission is to improve teaching and learning in Florida schools. The
principal ways of achieving this mission are:

a. to develop new teaching materials, new ideas, and new strategies of instruc-
tion involving new technology

b. to test new developments of strategy, materials, and ideas through system-
atic research

c. to provide models of superior teaching.

These missions seem to be unquestionably appropriate missions of a laboratory
school. These missions are especially appropriate to the Alexander D. Henderson
University School, as compared to public schools, because of the following factors:

a. Continuity, sustained by university faculty who are dedicated to given
development and/or research programs;

b. Freedom from interference with a promising program by individuals, in
the community or on a board of education, who are not fully informed;

c. Theory-based developments, which enable results to be integrated into a
coherent program;

d. Dedication of the university to the process of dissemination of knowledge,
so that what is learned will improve teaching and learning in Florida
schools.

Henderson School, being only in its second year, is too new to have fully deter-
mined all of its research and development programs for achieving its missions. Further
development of plans is in progress.

However, some research projects are operational. Among those in progress are
the following: use of new technology in dealing with old ,prcblems in reading and in business
education, analysis of teacher handling of student behavior; modification of leaching strat-

.tPgies for specific objectives; and computer utilization inAndivitlualization 'of instruction to
provide continuing feedback to the learner. Examples'aprojects in varying stages of
planning are those on handwriting; understanding of the bases of our economic system;
physical strengths and skills of young children; ocean sciences; and creativity.
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The commitment to research and development is not alone that of university per-
sonnel; it is also that of parents who have applied for enrollment of their children in the
laboratory school. Furthermore, the students themselves have at least a partial percep-
tion of their roles in a laboratory school and thus far have indicated their satisfaction
with the school.

2. Student Mix:

It is not possible - -nor is it necessaryfor a laboratory school to have a student
body which is fully representative of the community. What is necessary is that there be
a sample of students such that the particular developments at particular stages may be
pursued. Usually, the early stages will be pursued in the laboratory which the Alexander
D. Henderson University School provides; later stages will utilize the appropriate groups
to which the research and development be appropriate.

With respect to representatives: Alexander D. Henderson University School draws
its student body from two counties; the range of mental ability, achievement and economic
level is wide; and black and Spanish speaking children are enrolled. Henderson School has
racial minority group representation in all but one level (grade). The issue of student mix
appears to have its primary importance in relation to particular purposes of development
and/or research. The school does recognize, through its enrollment of black students, the
validity and the urgency of the need of minority groups to develop their human resources
through education.

3. Staff:

The staff of the Henderson School insufficient in number. The shortage is particularly
acute in research staff. Personnel time--the time for planning by knowledgeable, creative
professionals working in sustained programs--is basic to fulfillment of the missions. An
effective laboratory school does not merely "keep school"; it must produce significant new
effectiveness through research and development and it must identify and transmit its findings
for that effectiveness.

The administrative structure, with a Director (for curriculum and research) and an
Assistant Director (for administration) does facilitate fulfillment of the missions.

4. Plant, Equipment, Materials, Library :

Fine physical plant exists 'for ,thelpres,ent ;enrollment, with,much,.desirable equipment
and a good beginning of instructional .materials (but testing and development of instructional
materials are part of the mission of the school). The library is being strengthened; very
marked increases in library resources are essential.
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5. Appropriateness of Program and Implementation of Program:

The curriculum of Alexander D. Henderson University School students is a fairly

representative curriculum. So.na increased instructional allocations are essential if

the instructional program is to be ailly adequate for boys and girls. Moreover, it is

vitally important to the three major missions of the school that planning time be bought,

so that constructive innovations continue to pervade the instructional program.

Improved learning strategies and inservice development of the staff are being sought

earnestly by the staff through a research and development plan.

Involvement of university personnel in Henderson School research and development

is occuring or is in some stage of planning in each of the "core" subjects and in several

other important areas, such as art, economics, and physical education. This involve-

ment is vital, is occuring increasingly, and is being cultivated by Henderson School, by

the College of Education, and by the university administration. Provision has not been

made in the 1969-70 Henderson School budget for pupil personnel services to the students- -

nor for learning opportunities for graduate students in school psychology, guidance or

other personnel services.

6. Plans for Collecting, Storing, Retrieving, and Interpreting Data Regarding Mission

Accomplishment:

Plans are in the process of development (beyond the standard testing program for

students, the testing of parents and teachers, and initial storage and retrieval plan,

and computerized student and adia personnel and fiscal records). "Plans" are necessarily

plural, because of diverse special programs which will inevitably be at different stages.

A data bank has been developed (not to completion as of this date) to utilize the data

on students and their parents and teachers. The data bank will facilitate quality control,

essential program modifications to fit individuals, and the pursuit of research aimed at

the improvement of instruction.
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AN EXAMINATION OF P. K. YONGE LABORATORY SCHOOL

IN TERMS OF

CRITERIA USED TO DESCRIBE THE "IDEAL" LABORATORY SCHOOL
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1. There is a precise statement of mission.

P. K. Yonge Laboratory School has never been assigned a precise mission.

Its functions have been determined by requests from and joint planning with

the College of Education and other colleges in the University and perceptions

of the Laboratory School leadership and faculty as to ways the School could

render the greatest service, within the limitations of staff, space and

funds available.

With varying emphases through the years, the following functions

have been operative throughout the history of the School:

1. Service to the College of Education and, to a lesser

degree, to other colleges of the University of Florida,

in providing opportunities for graduate and undergraduate

students to observe and work with children.

2. Provision of a facility within which faculty and students

of the University of Florida could conduct research.

3. Service in the improvement of education in Florida and

the nation.

4. Provision of an excellent educational program for students

enrolled in the School.

In 1968-1969, a very significant step was taken in formulating a

more precise statement of mission for the School. Representative

faculty members of the College of Education were appointed to a

"Commission on the Role of P. K. Yonge Laboratory School." After six

months study and deliberation, which included review of the literature

relative to laboratory schools and the history of P. K. Yonge, and

hearings involving numerous University administrators and faculty, the

Commission recommended that other functions be assigned lower priority

in order to make the School "a great center for experimentation in

education.
I I 1 The College of Education faculty approved the Commission's

recommendation in April, 1969.

A proposal, describing an experimental program for the School, and

delineating provisions necessary for its implementation, has been prepared

by the Director of the School, and is being examined by the College of

Education faculty as of this writing.2

-.11111.-.10

1,'Report of the Commission on the Role of P. K. Yonge Laboratory School,"

Wm. M. Alexander, Chairman. January 30, 1969.

"A Proposal for Making P. K. Yonge Laboratory School a Center for

Educational Experimentation," J. B. Hodges. October 15, 1969.
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The experimental program proposed will focus upon the following:

a. Curriculum Content. A long-range curriculum development
project will aim at preparing citizens for dealing with
the increasingly complex problems of mankind. It will
focus upon the Study of Man and will integrate content
from all relevant disciplines in building broad, basic
concepts. It will extend students' learning experiences
throughout the community and beyond.

b. Year Round Operation. The School will operate year round
with opportunities for students to vacation and travel at
times most convenient and beneficial. The resources of
the School will be available for a much longer part of the

day. There will be much greater emphasis upon individual-
ization of instruction.

c. Termination of Public Schools' Responsibility for.Students.
The student will terminate his contact with the School at
an age most appropriate to his individual needs and level

of development.

Utilization of Materials and Equipment. A model program
in learning resources construction, testing and utilization
will be in operation.

e. Increasing Learning Efficiency. Major emphasis will be
upon obtaining the quality of individualization which
permits each student to have the right learning experience
at the right time for continuous, successful progress.

f. Utilization of Personnel. Innovative ways for gaining
maximum return from the School's investment in personnel
will be tested. Grouping appropriate to teaching-learning
tasks and the hypothesis that the student can accept much
greater responsibility for his own learning will be tested.

g. Recording and Retrieving Data on Students. More sophisti-

cated procedures for classifying, storing and retrieving
data on students will be developed, using the technological
aids available.

2. The student mix if; .KrYov)riat(I to the stated.

A major advantage of the Laboratory 'achoolas a-eentGr forGxpari-
mentation is that its -student 'population can be :controlled and 1Ldified

as necessary to meet requirements of its experimental programs.
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Although the only requirement for admission into P. K. Yonge Labora-

tory School, at present, is completion of an application, and students

are enrolled chronologically by date of application, the number from

lower socio-economic backgrounds is not as great as may be required for

some of the experimental programs of the future. It is anticipated that

admissions from University faculty families, presently restricted to

fifty per cent, will have to be reduced further, and a program be

initiated to recruit the type students needed to obtain the distribu-

tion desired.

The present population provides students from age three until they

have completed high school. It is possible that these limits may be

extended, all7o.

3. The school staff is appropriate for the stated mission.

In the stimulating environment of a great University and through

membership in its College of Education, the P. K. Yonge Laboratory School

faculty has made many significant contributions in spite of being handi-

capped by severe shortages of staff, space and funds. Operating within

a climate which promoted self-examination of its own program and question-

ing of the traditions of American education, and with excellent consultant

services available, the School has created fresh and imaginative approaches

for the solution of many of the chronic problems of elementary and secondary

schools. Although its program has elicited commendation by many noted

educators, the lack of resources for quality research and dissemination

has caused the impact of its innovations upon public education to be

limited.

Numerous individuals and groups from the faculty have presented

proposals for experimentation. In a number of cases, their ideas have

been implemented in the program without provision for research. Examples

are a middle school program, a differentiated staff plan for individual-

izing instruction, an independent study program, the utilization of older

students as teaching assistants in elementary classrooms, and multi-age

grouping of students in the upper elementary grades.

In other cases, innovative ideas have been dropped or delayed be-

cause necessary funding could not be obtained. Most significant among

these have been a plan for year round operation of the School; a design

for developing an N-12, conceptbnsed science curriculw; and a model

center for construction,.utilization and testing of learning resources.

AlthoughLaborotorylichocl ftibulty have not been allocated time for

'adequately reffrohing their innovativ12. Tevenrch

-has been carrica out in "the School_ by others,.-wil.h their cooperation. A

recent survey showed that .under the School's policy of .permitting Univer-

sity faculty and doctoral students to conduct research in the School,

seventy-five studies were conducted within a five-year period. Approxi-

mately half were by students and faculty of colleges other than the

College of Education.
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Staffed at a level approximately equal to the average for public

schools in the State, a shortage of manpower to perform functions be-

yond providing an excellent educational program has been a persistent

problem. Allocation of three additional positions in 1968, partially

alleviated this problem by enabling the School to employ an Administra-

tive Assistant, a Director of Curriculum and a Research Consultant.

Additional staff time will be required for performance of an ex-
perimental mission and dissemination of results so that they have an
impact upon public education in the State. The manpower required may
be obtained by reducing the student population or employing additional

staff. The former is not recommended. The present enrollment of 915

in a program which extends from nursery through grade twelve, is at a

minimum for some experimental programs which may be desired.

Presently, 562 academic positions, including that of Lunchroom
Manager, are allocated. Non-academic positions include a School Nurse,

a Registrar-Receptionist, a Bookkeeper and one Secretary. Two additional

secretaries are employed under EIE. Contracts of academic personnel are

for ten months.

All academic contracts should be extended to twelve months and a
minimum of 92 additional positions should be added. Five additional
secretarial positions should be allocated, freeing EIE funds presently
used to Provide essential clerical services.

4. Other resources are appropriate to the stated mission.

The School plant barely meets minimum space requirements for the

number of students enrolled. There are thirty-six classrooms for 915

students, a ratio of 1:25. The plant is not air conditioned.

Space will be needed for extension of the School. Library into a

model materials bureau. The additional space should include a studio
for production of television tapes and movies; a curriculum materials

preparation center; space for storage of curriculum materials and audio-

visual materials and equipment; and space for learning laboratories in

mathematics and communications. It is estimated that approximately

3,000 sq. ft. will be required.

A research center of approximately 1,500 sq. ft. will be needed.

Presently the School is allocated $10,000 for equipment and $15,000

for materials and plant maintenance. Another $16,000 is collected in

materials fees from children enrolled in the School. Variable funds

are available for materials and equipment under the .Educational Improve-

ment Act, depending upon the nature of the' approved. program. This year,

approximately $20,000 ic available from that source.
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The School has an excellent library and, with the availability of

EIE funds during the past two years, is acquiring an adequate supply of

materials and equipment for instruction. Since one of the functions of

the experimental program will be to test commercially produced materials

and equipment, sufficient budgetary provision will be required. However,

it is not anticipated that a major increase in funds for materials and

equipment will be necessary.

5. The curriculum of the school and the procedures used to implement

the program are appropriate to the stated mission.

Experimentation in the areas listed represents a logical next step

for the P. K. Yonge Laboratory School. Throughout its history, the

School has received considerable recognition for the excellence of its

program and its departures from traditional procedures in applying fresh,

creative approaches to the solution of educational problems. Such a pro-

gram has been maintained by involving all faculty members in a continuous

program of curriculum modification and improvement.

A statement of "Values, Beliefs and Goals,"3 formulated by the

faculty and subject to systematic review and modification, serves as a

guide for program development and instructional practices. It identifies

values upon which all the School's operations are based as follows:

involvement, sensitivity, democracy, responsibility, scholarship, and

authenticity.

The goals for pupils in the School are listed as follows:

1. That each student develop increasingly positive perceptions

of himself.

2. That each student become an effective life-long learner.

3. That each student accept increasing responsibility for

his behavior and learning.

4. That each student develop those skills and attitudes

necessary for effective group living and democratic

interaction.

5. That each student learn to adapt to change and positively

effect change.

6. That each student find real meaning for his life.

3"Values, Beliefs and Goals Underlying the Program of P. K. Yonge Laboratory

School." February 28, 1968.
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Implicit in the values and goals expressed by the faculty is a focus

upon the individual student as a unique being, whose uniqueness is valued

by the School. The program has as its predominant characteristic, the

maintenance of the human dignity of the individual student and provision

for those experiences which facilitate his optimum growth. At a time

when many schools over the nation are experimenting with programs for

the individualization of instruction, P. K. Yonge has developed a pro-

gram for individualization which embodies many unique strengths and

avoids the regimented progression through isolated subject-matter units

so frequently present in such experiments. After examining P. K. Yonge's

program in 1968, a Visiting committee of the Southern Association of

Colleges and Schools stated:"'

It seems of special significance that

attention be called to the unique status

of the program which emphasizes and demon-

strates individualization of instruction.

Schools in general are making great efforts

to achieve this purpose. P. K. Yonge has

made major headway in this direction. This

feature should be recognized, disseminated,

and capitalized upon by both the College of

Education and educational leadership in

Florida.

Evidence of success and support of the instructional program is

seen in the "drop-out" rate of less than one per cent; continuous

progress of students through the program without grade "repeats";

and a waiting list containing more than 3,000 applications for

admission into the School.

6. There is a systematic and workable Elan for collecting, storing,

retrieving and intc,pretin:07 data regarding mission accomplishment.

The lack of provisions to evaluate the School's programs and

functions has been a source of frustration for the faculty and admin-

istration of the School in the past. The proposed new role makes ade-

quate provision for this aspect of the operation.

"Report of the Visiting Committee, Southern Association of Colleges

and Schools," Herbert Wey, Richard Palermo, Robert Fleming. 1968..
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Chapter V, Financial Support

The basic funding pattern for the four university laboratory'

schools has been a combination of State Minimum Foundation Support

(Ml? ?), university funds, and, in some cases, tuition charges to the

students.

Until the 1967-68 fiscal year, the State Minimum Foundation dol-

lars were channeled through the county of location. In 1967 special

legis,lation made the university schools "separate counties", in that

minimum foundation monies were allocated directly to the schools

(through the Board of Regents), but the level of State NFP support

for the county of location was maintained.

A'

The laboratory schools, as separate counties, also were eligible

to apply for and receive support from the Educational Improvement Ex-

pense Fund (EIE), established by the 1968 special session. The EIE

monies are dedicated to special improvement projects and are not con-

sidered part of the continuing operating base of the schools.

Table I below Elioas the relative level of support from State fl 1',

EIE, university funds and student tuition ,budgeted for 1969-70 in,thc!

respective schools. Table II translates the dollar figure into funding

per student (average daily attendance).
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TABLE I

1969-70 BUDGETED SUPPORT FOR UNIVERSITY LABORATORY SCHOOLS

BY SOURCE OF FUNDING

Source OF FSU FAIN FAU

MFP $294,838 $316,472 $166,939 $ 67,531

EIE 68,532 73,128 38,575 19,831

Univ. Funds 336,164 389,600 67,813 175,273

Tuition 16 ?000* 24,000* -0- -0-
--.... -

TOTAL $715,534 $803,200 $273,327 $262,635

*Estimated.

TABLE II

1969-70 FUNDING PER ADA FOR UNIVERSITY LABORATORY SCHOOLS

BY SOURCE OF FUNDING

OF FSU FAMU FAU

ADA 805 799 419 218

$ Per ADA

MFP $366 $396 $398 $310

EIE 85 92 92. 91

Univ. Funds 418 .488 162 1804

Tuition

TOTAL

20 30 -0- -07,

$1,205$1,006* $652

*All teachers on 12 months contracts.
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Not including tuition funds, the 1969-70 funding of each of the

laboratory schools is expressed below in Table III in percentage by source:

TABLE III

RELATIVE FUNDING OF UNIVERSITY LABORATORY SCHOOLS BY SOURCE OF FUNDS

UF FSU FAMU FAU

Percentage of State NIP & EIE 48% 48% 75% 33h

Percentage University Funds 52% 52% 25% 67%

Total . 100% 100% 100% 100%

The schools do not receive fiscal support from the counties of

location at this time. Table IV compares the current funding of the

four lab schools with the amount each would receive if the school were a

county school.

TABLE IV

COMPARISON OF CURRENT UNIVERSITY LABORATORY SCHOOL

FUNDING WITH LEVEL OF COUNTY SUPPORT

(Not including EIE or Tuition)

FundinuAllounty School

Current County
MFP Effort Total

UF (Alachua) 631,002 294,340 142,340 437,178

FSU (Leon) 706,072 316;02 157,330 473,802

FAMU (Leon) 234,752 166,939 -83,029 249,960

FAU (Palm Beach) 232,804 67,531. 91, 182 1581713

Total 11.28041,630 NA . NA Pl 319,653
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Only FAMU would fare better under the county funding approach.

The other schools collectively would fall approximately $500,000 below

the current support level if the schools were funded as county schools.

The question arises as to where the additional cost of the labora-

tory schools accrues. The basic cost center is the teacher and his

salary support. In the laboratory schools (excepting FAMU), the teachers

are compensated at a higher level than their county school counterpart :.

At all the schools the student-teacher ratio is'considerably lower than

the comparable figure for the school in the county of location.

.Table V compares the student-teacher ratio of the laboratory, school

with the county and shows the number of positions generated by each ratio.

TABLE V

STUDENT- TEACHER RATIO AND NUMBER OF TEACHING POSITIONS IN LABORATORY

SCHOOL COMPARED wiTn COUNTY SCHOOLS

As,Laboratou School As County School

Ratio Nu4i11:!r of Positions Ratio .Number of Positions

OF (Alachua) 16.3 54.5 22.8 35.3

FSU (Leon) 15.4 54.0 22.1 37:9

FAMU (Leon) 15.5 25.0 22.1. 19.9

FAU (Palm Beach) 15.3 14.0 20.8 10.5

Note: The Statewide K-].2 Student-Teacher Ratio is 22.2/1
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The teacher salaries which would be required to operate the schools

can be calculated by placing the laboratory school teachers in the ex-

perience and longevity compensation scales of the respective county.

Table VI below indicates relative level of teacher salary funding

which would b., needed for the laboratory schools if teacher salaries

were based on county salary scales. Also Table VI shows the teacher

salary funding necessary for the laboratory schools using the student-

teacher ratio of the county of location.

TABLE VI

TEACHER SATARY COnWRISONS: UNIVERSITY LABORATORY SCHOOLS

VS. HYPOTHETICAL LEVEL OF COUNTY SUPPORT

Current
Teacher
Salary
Funding

County Funding
with University
School Student
Teacher Ratio

County Funding
with County
Student-Teacher
Ratio

OF $ 479,927 $ 431,173 $280,564

FSU 484,380 398,656 279,816

FAMU 172,615 191,355 152,315

FAU 124,530 109,788 82_1341

TOTAL $1 132 972 $795,036

The datehows that th. $500,000 differential betveen the normal

level of county support and the current funding level of the university

schools can be accounted for totally by teacher salary differential and

.student-teacherNrato>differential.
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Chapter vI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECCMMENDATIONS

In comparing their schools with the characteristics of the "ideal"

campus laboratory school, the laboratory school directors were per-

haps as candid and realistic as one could be in assessing one's own

situation.

From their statements as presented in chapter IV, from visits, con-

versations and other documents a number of conclusions seem justified.

These are presented in the same format used in describing the "ideal"

campus laboratory school.

1. There is a precise statement of mission.

The statements of missions are somewhat varied in their

degree of clarity and precision. The University School at

Florida State University has adopted a single mission, to

become a research and development laboratory. The Florida

A. & M. University School has stated a three fold mission,

(1) professional laboratory experiences, (2) directed obser-

vation and participation, and (3) experimentation and research.

No priorities were assigned but the evidence available leads

to the conclusion that experimentation and research probably

receives the least emphasis and support. The central mission

of the Alexanecar n.'HendrrsonSehool is stated rather broadly,

although the ways'of achieving its missions are somewhat more

specific. Vie.P.K. Yonle.school,is An process of formulating

a more precise 's,tatement 'of mission, assigning top priority

to making the school a center for experimentation in educa-

tion.
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Only where first priority is assigned to research and

experimentation can we conclude that the mission of the school

could not be as well accomplished in settings other than that

of a campus laboratory school.

2. The student mix is anpropriate to the stated mission.

None of the laboratory schools claims that its student mix

is representative of the "average" public school in the county

in which it is located.

Both the University School at FSU and the P.K. Yonge School

indicate that changes in admissions policies will be needed in

order to carry out their proposed missions. While the I.Q.

level of students and the economic and educational level of

the parents of students in these two schools has consistently becIn

Above average for their communities, the per cent of black students

in both schools has increased in recent years, the FSU school

from 0.2% to 5.0% over the past five years. The per cent of

black students in P.K. Yonge is presently 4.3%.

While the social, economic, and intellectual composition of

the student body at the rAmv school covers a broad range, all

of the students but 2 are black. The intellectual level of the

school is in the generally accepted normal range and has shown

no significant variation during the past five years. There

has :boon e="Imnoverent of children of university faculty mem-
-

bers and other professional people to other schools in Leon

County in recent 'years.

The Alexander D. Henderson School does not claim that its

student mix is representative of the community in which it is
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located, nor does it consider this to be possible or necessary

to accomplish its mission. As this school plans to field

test in a range of nearby schools those new practices which

appear most promising, we are led to conclude that the student

mix is satisfactory for the initial testing of innovative ideas.

3. The school staff is appropriate for the stated mission

None of the laboratory schools is adequately staffed to

perform its mission satisfactorily. Specialized staff necessary

to provide leadership and supervision in research and exper-

imentation are not provided in any of the schools.

At the rsu school staff loads need to be reduced to provide

planning time, the number of administrative staff is inadequate

and there are no research or curriculum specialists attached

to the school with full-time responsibility. The FAMU school

needs planning tire and additional training in research skills.

The Henderson school is short in needed number of staff, in

planning tire, and research staff. To porfoxm functions beyond

"keeping chool" the P.K. Yonge staff is also short by several

positions.

4. Other resources are annooriate to the stated mission

The school plant is inadectuate at all but the Henderson

school. The 11113 Ming at FSU is in poor conation although se-Al

rellc:N-zt.i 3.r nr.r.7
df inaclequate ht...0..rjet-4 over

a long :nc,ri od of ve cF; the rsu s (711001 i T:Toe fully in a de qvate in

lthr4ry .and othr :tt:/-1-;17ur.). .)110.1. m;-iteri;;1T. T1-1 e mu plant 'nec,ds

considerable renovation and enlargement of certain areas such
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as the library, administrative suite, music rooms, industrial

arts laboratory, etc. The Henderson school has a fine new

plant but is short on erTuipment and library resources. Ad-

ditional space is needed at P.K. Yonge for a materials storage

and Production and for a research center. Additional budget-

ary support is needed for an experimental program to test

commercially produced materials.

5. The currimlum of the school and the procedure used to implerent

the program are appronriate to the stated mission.

The curriculum at each of the schools includes many in-

novative ideas and experimental procedures which seem to he

successful. That is lacking is a carefully designed, rigorous

program of analysis and evaluation of program innovations

which is necessary in order to determine how effective such

practices really are when compared with alternatives.

6. There is a systematic and workable plan for collecting, storinr,

retrieving, Rnd internreting data regarding mission accmolis%ment.

None of the schools meets this criterion at a level

approaching adecluacy. All recognize this as a significant

weakness and desire to develop in this area. At three of the

schools, rsu, Hendenlen, eud r.K. YoL7c fnr dzta F;v,:to-nq

ors- riA,2 ,111are in of 10n: lit;

funding for inolc:-%e ntatiun.
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Recommendations

The staff members of the Chancellor's office, after studying

the available data, consulting an advisory committee, and considering

the recommendations of an outside consultant, recommend the following:

1. Each of the campus lab'oratory schools now operating should

be continued.

We believe that campus laboratory schools have a legitimate

place in the search for ways of improving education and in

the training of teachers. We are convinced that, with

proper encouragement and support, campus' laboratory schools

can make significant contributions to education through care-

fully designed and conducted programs of research and experi-

mentation which could not be as well carried out in other

settings.

2. The campus laboratory schools should receive basic financial

support comparable to that which public schools receive from

local, state, and federal sources.

Funding sufficient to properly educate their students should

be automatic and assured. These schools provide a significant

service in educating a segment of the children and youth in

their communities. The Fup,lort for this should be equal to that

provided for the pu')7jc schools in the counties in which the

schools ore loltf.d.

At present, thc laborator) schools receive no support from

local tax sources. Some way should be devised to make such
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support available. If the laboratory schools should cease

to exist, it would be necessary for the county school boards

to assume responsibility of educating the children.

3. Support for research and experimentation should be provided

over and above basic support.

Funding for research and experimentation should not be auto-

matic but should be on a program basis. This means that each

school should present proposals for such efforts which describe

how the project will be carried out and implemented. A cost

estimate should accompany each proposal.

Part of the funding for research should come from normal support

for research in the institution, not necessarily limited to

the College of Education. Part should come from funds expected

to be available through Senate Bill No. 1276. It can be reasonably

assumed that some could come from federal sources and/or private

foundations.

4. The Commissioner of Education should designate the campus laboratory

schools as research and development centers and the Florida Depart-

ment of Education should assume responsibility for statewide

dissemination of tested materials and practices.

Approval of the labur;Itory sc!loo s ,r,y centers is necessary in

order to make them eligible recipLents of stale funds which the

Cammiss3uncr will request for educational research and development.

The case for this step is developed in some detail in the consultant's

report and will not be repeated here.
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While the laboratory schools should be expected to accomplish

a limited amount of dissemination to nearby schools, the function

of widespread dissemination of better practices in education is

a legal responsibility of the Florida Department of Education.

Mechanisms and staff for its accomplishment on a statewide

basis are present and operational in the Department.

5. Productive and mutually beneficial relationships with the

county school systems in the counties where laboratory schools

are located should be developed.

Florida statutes require that laboratory schools operated by

state universities be treated as if they were separate school

districts. However, as they provide education for a number of

children in the counties in which they are located, there should

be some degree of involvement with county school boards. Although

control of the laboratory school should remain in the university

to which it is attached, the administration of the laboratory

'schools should involve the county school board in determining policies

related to student mix, facilities and equipment, faculty qualifi-

cations, and local dissemination of tested innovative procedures

and materials.

The importance and urgency of this rcecmmendation is discussed

further in the consultant's report.

6. The cempos laboratory schools should continue to encourage the

use of the school by university faculty researchers.

Exhibits B and D describe numerous uses of the FSU school and

P. K. Yonge by faculty researchers. It should be noted that

faculty researchers from outside the Colleges of Education often
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make use of the laboratory school: To the extent that such

activities cau be accomodated without impairment of the

central mission of the school, they should be continued and

encouraged.
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The Legislators, the Chancellor, and all others

prompting the study of the campus-laboratory schools in Florida

are to be commended for encouraging and authorizing this study

at such an appropriate time in the state's already illustrious

history of education.

The universities and particularly their colleges of

education are emphasizing the importance of teacher education,

and accepting responsibility for providing research and develop-

ment leadership necessary to improve education throughout the

state.

The State Department of Education, influenced by

Commissioner Christian, has been authorized to "expand. . .cap-

ability in planning the state's strategy for effecting constructive

educational change. . .necessary to achieve greater quality in

education." Senate Bill No. 1276 "creates a program of

educational research and development. . .; providing for the

designation of participating schools. . for the purpose of

testing specific educational programs and practices."

The administrators and teachers in the campus-laboratory

schools have demonstrated their concern and capacity to make

the schools research and development centers at a time when
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schools generally are expected to undergo significant changes.

Surely, these factors warrant a careful consideration of

whether the campus-laboratory schools might be strengthened

and requested to "gear-up" for such important roles as re-

search, experimentation, and development in education.

Vice-Chancellor Tucker, Dr. Moorer, and the Study

Committee are also commended for planning a comprehensive

study and conducting it quickly, objectively, and efficiently.

In addition to a thorough review of the research related to

the questions raised by all concerned, the Study Committee's

report includes information provided by the schools, the colleges

of education, the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools,

and by individual faculty members of the schools and universities.

The consultant will not review all the questions and issues raised;

nor all the information and data presented-in the Committee report.

He is, however, focusing on three questions and suggestions

apparently most crucial to all concerned with or participating in

the study:

1. Would designating the campus-laboratory schools as

research and development centers and strengthening them to perform

this expanded role be mutually beneficial to the schools, their

sponsoring universities, the State Department of Education, aad

to Florida education generally?

2. Are the traditional arguments favoring the campus-
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laboratory schools justifiable in the Florida situation?

3. How can the functions, resources, and relations

of the campus-laboratory schools be expanded to include re-

search and development?

I. Designating the campus-laboratory schools as

research and development centers could benefit the universities,

the state education systems, and the laboratory schools them-

selves. This move could; (1) tend to clarify and enhance

the role and functions of the laboratory-schools; and, (2) cause

the universities, the State Department of Education, the funding

agencies, and the county school boards and administrators to

accept more responsibility for the schools thus designated.

There is obvious confusion about what the lab-schools are doing,

should do, and can accomplish. This confusidn puts both the

lab-schools and supporting agencies in an untenable position.

The county does not support them and justifies its lack of

interest and support by saying the lal)-schools cater to a special

clientele and, therefore, are in effect "private" schools.

University faculty and administrators are reluctant to allocate

"higher education" money to them because of uncertainty about

how the lab-schools fit into higher education. The lab-school

teachers and administrators are worlAng pith university colleagues

to develop better understanding of their.mutual interests and

problems. Three of the lab-schools have4doveloped planS to
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make the student body more representative of the community at

large. This provision will of necessity bring them into a

new relationship to the county or counties from which students

. are drawn.

There is already evidence that these modifications are

"paying off." It is interesting to observe how the P. K. Younge

faculty projection of that school's functions compares with the

recommendations made by the University of Florida faculty

committee. The proposed planning board at Florida State is

approved and working closely with the lab-school administrators

and teachers. It has this week been agreed that FAMU, Florida

State, and their lab-schools will work together in an effort

to give childhood education specialists, university and public

school faculty, more relevant and up-to-date training. Dr. Nelson

is encouraging the Henderson faculty to seek aid from FAU. The

latter is responding. In every instance when professional

colleagues have examined the potential of the lab-school for

resolving educational problems, mutual interests and approaches

have evolved. The same is true with the State Department of

education. Since the Commissioner is now authorized to

designate certain schools as centers, it is strongly recommended

that he approve the campus-laboratory schools as centers. Much

planning has already gone into making this a highly productive

move for all concerned. The sources of support and ors aniziftional
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structure for such an arrangement will be discussed later.

II. The arguments put forth by those who favor campus

laboratory schools as research and development centers are:

1. High risk experimentation is safer to conduct and

is likely to be more productive in a laboratory setting. First,

it should be said that the risk involved in experimenting with

children is two-fold. First, the risk that because of super-

stition, political pressure, claims of invasion of privacy, the

research and experimentation can never be initiated; or, even

worse, having been initiated is aborted. The costs, the energies

and time of the researcher and subjects are all wasted. No new

knowledge about learning or process or material or stimulation

is gained. Second, there is the risk that students will be

harmed or teachers exploited simply to accommodate the special

interests of the researcher. For a treatise on this latter

risk, one should review Daedalus, Spring, 1969. This issue is

titled "Ethical Aspects of Experimentation with Human Subjects."

All the risks of the second type can be handled by having an

appropriate advisory board of the lab-school faculty and university

faculty plan and approve the type of experimentation to be con-

ducted in the lab-school setting. More risky research should

be carried on in a clinical setting where there are more and

better instruments for immediate feed back.

Because of the first risk little or no sound research
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can be conducted in a public or parochial school. In the

Florida lab-schools, much significant research has been done

and is underway; research on learning disabilities, per-

sonality development, testing of a wide variety of materials,

self-image development exercises, multi-age-grouping plan,

diagnosis and remediation in reading for culturally disadvantaged,

new ways of focusing attention of all age levels on man, etc.,

etc.. Some of this research has prompted significant changes

in education (the CAI experiments at Florida State and the self-

image work done by Combs at the University of Florida are only

two examples). This research was done with parent, student,

and teacher understanding and cooperation. This is possible

in the campus-laboratory school but not in regular community

settings.

2. Training the school staff for responsible participation

in experimentation and research can best be done in the university

setting. The reading program at FAMU, the math and science

materials testing at Florida State (the research program approved

at Florida State provides for research training for the teachers),

the Oceanography program for young children at Henderson, the

use of the computer in teaching science and the unified science

program at P. K. Younge--participation by teachers in all these

research undertakings is possible because the teachers and

researchers work together to develop the designs and to



follow them. Constant vigil and objective evaluation become

a part of the teacher's professional competence. The P. K.

Younge faculty, particularly, exemplified the highest level

of understanding, competence, and commitment to research.

3. Resources are more likely to be adequate and

available in a university setting. Many projects completed

and in process, some of which have been listed above, simply

could not have been carried out without the facilities, in-

struments, lab spaces and highly trained manpower available

through the resources of the universities. This claim is so

obviously true, it does not need arguing.

4. Educational research in a university setting is

more likely to attract additional outside funding. The quality

of the faculty and significance of their research interests

both at Florida State and the University of Florida have been

recognized by foundations and many federal agencies; chiefly,

NSF, OE, ONR, NIMH, and the Children's Bureau. This is proof

enough that the lab-school dedicated to research and experimen-

tation is the gainer when it affiliates with a university. The

Henderson school and its continued support and particularly its

media approach result directly from interest of the donor in

establishing a lab-school near Florida Atlantic.

III. Several assumptions :must be-made and relevant_

questions answered in order to 'assureall concerned that the
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campus lab-schools can and will secure the support and relations

to warrant their becoming research and development centers.

First, if and when a campus lab-school performs well

the basic function of "educating children and youth'," it

should have all the financial support the public provides for

this function--MFP, Title I, Title III, EIE, housing cost and

local supplements.

Higher education has been bearing the cost of housing

and part of the cost of personnel and materials. None of the

lab-schools have had county or other local tax supplemental

support. To earn full support the campus lab-school should

provide adequate curriculum to a representative student body

and should relate itself to the county and/or State Department

of Education in whatever ways will assure the public of the

fulfillment of its responsibility and thus justify full public

support. Representation, communications, support and organiza-

tional relations of the lab-schools are very real problems.

They cannot be ignored or allowed to destroy so much potential

for educational improvement. The lab-schools can never play a

positive role in state-wide educational improvement until these

problems are resolved through legislative, statutary, or admin-

istrative resolutions.

Second, laboratory and field experiences are as

effective in deepening and broadening the education of teachers
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as is the lab and field experiences of engineers, and hospital

and community experiences for doctors. Florida needs good

teachers just as badly as it needs good engineers and good

doctors. Many of the lab experiences--tutoring, team teaching,

media uses, library usuage and supervision, student testing and

evaluation, recreation supervision, planning and conducting

field trips, use of aides and para-professionals working on

curriculum revision task forces, conducting community studies,

etc.,--can be provided in a campus lab-school at less cost to

the college of education and in a setting more apt to make

them fruitful.

The campus lab-school faculties and administrators

and governing boards must accept this responsibility to

teacher education and in fact take advantage of it in designing

Exhibit A

and carrying-out experimental programs. Likewise, the budget

of the college of education should reflect adequate support

for this function. Simply stated, educating children and youth

is a function which if performed by a campus lab-school warrants
.

support; providing various teacher education services is a

separate but not incompatible function which also warrants

support through the regular budget of the college of education.

Incidentally, colleges of education which do not sponsor lab-

schools need to provide these experiences in some other setting.

Thus, they need to budget the support for them. For example,
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South Florida can provide a much richer and wider experience

for students of education through the schools in Tampa and

St. Petersburg than Florida Atlantic or Florida State through

their lab-sChools. It costs South Florida no less money to

do so. The point is that these experiences are essential to

teacher education. They should be planned and budgeted by

the colleges of education. The money should be spent however

and wherever the functions are best performed. The functions

can be performed in a campus lab-school if it is representative,

comprehensive, and willing to cooperate with colleges of

education.

Third, research and development as defined in Senate

Bill No. 1276 and by the foundations and federal agencies is

another function. As discussed earlier, the campus lab-school

is probably a most suitable center for resea2ch and development.

If the campus lab-school participates productively in this

function it should receive from appropriate and designated

sources financial support for its participation. This principle

is simply stated but not so simply implemented. At P. K. Younge,

the research and development is dominated by the lab-school

faculty; at Florida State by University faculty, individual

faculty members and single departments! In all the lab-schools

the research and development effort would be more productive

and far more deserving of support if it could be cooperatively
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defined by the lab-school, the State Department of Education and

the sponsoring university or agency. (The above statement refers

only to research and developmental activities appropriate to the

role and functions of lab-schools and defined in Senate Bill

No. 1276. It does not refer to basic research which, as everyone

knows, grows out of a creative, informed, and seeking mind--"out

of the curiosity of an individual").

College of education deans and professors do not feel

that university budgets and the way they are administered

support research and development in education adequately and

thus the deans are not given the freedom and the means to

support research and development in the lab-schools. To admit

that all deans and all professors express this feeling does not

dismiss the need for each university or the University System

to make a careful study of the criteria by which research

positions, assistance, facilities, and funds are allocated.

Surely, the criteria for allocating research support should

guarantee that a college or department which generates support

should receive it and one should not receive the support generated

by another.

While these three functions--education of children and

youth; service to teacher education; and, research and

developmentare complementary, they are distinctly separate

functions. This separateness of functionJsbould determine the
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sources and amounts of funds; the relation of lab-schools to

the public (state) on the one hand and to the university on the

other; and the nature of the governing board. Each service is

for a different clientele; is supported with funds allocated

for that specific function; and, envolves planning and action

of different groups. With the clarification of these functions,

funding consistent with the functions performed and a clear

delineation of who is responsible for the activities designed

to carry out each function, the campus lab-schools could

contribute significantly to the effectiveness and efficiency

of education, in Florida.
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A POSITION PAPER ON AND RECOMMENDATIONS
CONCERNING TUE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION'S

LANRATORY SCHOOL
FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY

I. INTRODPCTTON:

Exhibit 1i-I

The recommendations presented in this paper arc based upon a number

of work conferences and meetings held within the College of Education.

These gatherings have involved key personnel from departments, support

services units, the University School, the Schools of Business, Home

Economics and Music.

These recommendations that the meetings have generated reflect no

single person's ideas; no single person's position. Rather, they repre-

sent the composite thinking of those who have a stake in attempting to

bring a viable purpose to this School. They reflect the experiences of

the past ten years or more, and they seek to avoid competing and/or in-

compatible operational characteristics which have, to this point, detracted

from the optimal contribution of the School. Essentially, the several

recommendations attempt to support an operational model compatible with

a stated mission.

II. RATIONALE:

It is most unlikely that any enthusiastic support can be generated

among legislators and professional educators to maintain a plain "good

school" on this or any other university campus. The fuzzy notion that

these schools contribute extonsLvely to the training of teachers in some

,.unique manner - which is not c,thL.:rwise abtaivable in the 'regular public

school setting -, is already under serious philosophical and operational.

scrutiny.

The concept Advanced in this .paper suggests,that the unique function

of a laboratory school is one of providing a controlled research environment
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for the use of professional teacher trainers. In this environment the whole

array of educational specialists would carry on high risk research and devel-

opment activities related to the teaching-learning function with little or no

external intervention on the professionally agreed upon process. As the tools

and strategies of the teaching-learning process have become more sophisticated

and as the techniques for monitoring and evaluating learning have improved,

it is unthinkable for professional education specialists not to have a controlled

learning environment at their disposal. The position of a laboratory school for

development and implementation on a continuum may be seen in Figure I.

While the laboratory school will serve as the focal point for generating

many advanced educational ideas and it, indeed, may have several clinical

components for basic research undertakings, its major thrust will be the

day-to-day research and development (innovation testing) which readies an

instructional invention for broader implementation. This function includes

exhaustive analysis of variables, design modifications, product evaluation,

retraining program designs, curricula balance and the like,

Underlying this R&D responsibility must be a total systems concept which

provides for funding, personnel, material and other components of long range

planning and program monitoring. Based upon this systems approach the lab-

oratory may be expected to achieve a more formidable return from its human

and fiscal resources. Furthermore, it: may be expected to more wisely direct

its energies along an (Trood uwn critical paLh in aciiiev i.ng the oh jec t Lvcs

it has set out to accomplicsh.

In this proposed setting, an Fx.evutive J'oard will have the flEajc,c,Te:Ton-

sibility for developing the operational model of relationships among instruc-

tional and service units of the College and the University. The major effort

will be to establish maximum kinds of intilractinn A..brough vhich research and

development program designs can thrive in the laboratory setting. Hopefully,
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it will include joint appointment of instructional personnel, when appropriate,

clear avenues for continuous dialogue and full departmental commitments toward

maximizing all research and development efforts in this environment. The

operational model proposed is described in Figure 2. This model, however,

would be subject to modification and refinement by the Executive Board when

experience justifies such modification.
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In this model, the Board and its administrative officers play a bridging

and orchestrating role, one which blends research and development ideas

and inventions into the testing environment of the laboratory. In addition,

the model suggests a critical mass of experience and expertise that personnel

from the multiple disciplines can br4ng to bear to accomplish instructional

tasks in legitimate and imaginative surroundings.

The traditional laboratory school has run its course. A school for

children of the faculty and selected cotiununity parents is an untenable con-

cept for continued fiscal support - even if it does have some degree of

educational relevance. Furthermore, the day-to-day training of teachers must

be accomplished in the diverse environments of the public schools. Imaginative

program innovations can also be demonstrated and continuously monitored in the

public school setting. But where is an.idea to be initially developed and

tested? This is the key question for the professioRal educator, and it is

the key facility void which now exists in the educational structure.

There is a great need for a specially designed laboratory in which pro-

fessional education scholars can embark upon research and development activities,

including high risk designs, with enough sophisticated monitoring back-up and

recycling - retraining capabilities to preclude children being hurt in the

process. In this setting the full range of the instructional staff must be of

the highest caliber - committed to continued professional growth. Its student

population must be fierierted and maintained in keeping with the reality of

the R&D mission as dc,terminc:.1 'by the .Eoard. Technical and material resources

must reflect high capability mid venlistic.Cjnancial resources must be available.

Florida State University has this research and development posture, and it

is time that we embark upon the task of designing one in a new generation of

laboratory schools; schools which .A..au.pl:ly oAtniqu('.a1,4 accelerating rob, in
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bridging theory and practice.
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III. RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. The University School should be designed as a laboratory environment

within which maximal research and development efforts in curriculum,

organizational staffing patterns, teaching strategies and learning theory

can be conducted by the various departments of the College.

2. In this environment the training of student teachers should be primarily

a "hands off" electronically controlled observation experience. Further-

more, it is recommended that emerging differentiations of staff be a

major support concern in this environment.

3. Technical capabilities, including adequate performance monitoring of the

system, should be developed to support this R&D mission. Other material

resources should also be brought to bear with this idea in mind. College

of Education departmental fiscal and human resources should be utilized

when possible to support this objective.

4. The Dean of the College of Education should be empowered to appoint a

five-man Executive Board of Education to establish policy, ensure program

implementation consistent with the R&D function of the school, and assume

the general responsibility for the operation of the school.

5. The Board should establish guidelines for overseeing the implementation

of programs consistent with the broad research and development function

of the school.

.6. The Executive Board s=hould uousLot of senior prof:csI:ors ,apvointed

from within the College of Education by the Dean for staggered three

year terms.

7. The Board should have the responsibility for determining the pupil popula-

tion to support its stated Research and Development function and it should
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have the authority to achieve this pupil population mix in all reasonable

haste.

8. In consultation and cooperation with the departments within the College

of Education and the approval of the Dean, the Executive Board should

employ personnel to carry out the instructional roles of the school's

program. As part of its system construct, the Board, in cooperation with

the College units, would also provide for continuous instructional staff

development and proficiency analysis.

9. The Executive Board will recommend fiscal needs and procedures to the

President through the Dean and the Vice President of Academic Affairs.

The Executive Board will also be responsible for the development of pro-

posals and planning documents to achieve additional funding, and it may

call upon departments within the College to assist in accomplishing these

tasks.

10. The Executive Board will maintain continuous liaison with the State

Department of Education in accordance with the lines of communication

established by the Dean of the College of Education.

11. The Dean's office will encourage and support the Board's exertion of

professional leadership and operational autonomy in carrying out its

functions.

12. In consultation and cooperation with the departments of the College of

Education the Executive Board will he responsible for establishing the

personnel policies for the instructional staff, of the University School.

This will include decisions on such items as differentiated roles,

permanency of instructional staff, analysis of teaching effectiveness,

salary, and the like.
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13. The Executive Board with the approval of the Dean, will employ

a school management specialist to carry out the day-to-day routine

of the school and a curriculum specialist to ensure the articula-

tion of program developments and the continuity of research and

development activities.

14. The Board will have the responsibility of describing to the parents

of laboratory students the instructional characteristics of the

school and the monitoring techniques which will be used as the basis

for selecting students, monitoring students, providing special instruc-

tion for students and returning them to a public school setting if

this is appropriate.

IV. TIMETABLE FOR TRANSITION:

It should be noted that the timetable for transition is critical to

the operation of the school this next year. It is recommended that this

approval be granted as quickly as possible so that the Board can be appointed

and-functioning by the first of August. It is hoped that this will allow

the Board time to appoint a manager and curriculum specialist prior to the

Fall operation of the school. Furthermore, parents need to be notified as

to the new thrust of the school and selection procedures need to be placed

into effect to begin to develop a pupil population consistent with the Board's

deliberations and decisions.

It should also be noted that BIB monies should be utilized so as to

facilitate the aehjevement. of the new goals of the school.
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Evaluation of the Traditional Budget

Recently, educational budgeting has come under attack from

many sources, including the business and political world. The

traditional budget does have many short-comings. Levin summarizes

the major criticisms below:

1. The budget has been structured primarily as a device to
faLilitate fiscal accounting, and secondarily toidentify some
broad functional programs.

2. The organizational structure of the budget, with its
traditional and legalized description and interpretation of
categorieshas established the stereotyped models currently
employed as the basis for all stages of the budgetary process
in local schools.

3. There are inconsistencies in that the categories do not
include all of the costs that would be assumed from their
descriptive titles. Segments of inherent components of the
function have been extracted and included under other categoriesi
generally to meet a special fiscal or other expediency.

4. Although most of the major categories are described as
broad programs, they are subdivided with primary concern for
objects of expenditures, salaries, materials, and other, rather
than for meaningful subprograms.

5. The emphasis on objects rather than on programs in the
budgetary process encourages an automatic incremental approach
to existing objects, rather than a consideration of the cost-
output relationship of programs that are either in effect or
proposed. 1

=0
Levin, Sol: "The Need for Budgeting Reform in Local Schools"

Educational Planning-Prograrminc!-Budqptin7 A amems Al)roach,
Tr riiijr""77 ar=e5T(irreITTEE,71Tirr "liTa .7151"071,wo'o cri s , N . , 1968)
p. 137.
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In short, the traditional school budget which emphasizes function

and objects of expenditures with line-item accountability, is

receiving much of the blame for the lack of proper planning and

evaluation in educational management.

Consequently, many school administrators are looking for a

better management vehicle to improve their evaluation and planning

of educational programs.

A look at the University School Budget for the past few years

is evidence that we have failed to implement the basic proposition that

in a dynamic environment such as education "those who do not antici-

pate and prepare for the future usually discover a crisis when the

future becomes the present".

Without exception, the present budget structure

nor assists an orderly rationalview of the future.

neither encourages

It

does not deny the possibility of planning in the sense of our use

of the word. But, it fails to organize resource utilization problems

in a way that invites a planning viewpoint; also it fails to organize

cost information by a method that permits relating requirements to

objectives.'

By comparison, the University School PPBS model facilitates

planning and evaluation. While the traditional budget does not deny

the possibility of planning, PPBS does not insure that it will take

place. The contrast is that the former hinders sophisticated

planning while the latter facilitates it. The traditional budget

rails to relate costs to objectives but this is required with PPBS.

The advantages of PPBS will be discussed in detail later. The next few

pages of this report will be devoted to an historical evaluation
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of University School budgeting procedure. This is necessary for one

to see the many advantages of the PPBS model and is a requirement of

the proposal.
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University School Budpeting Procedures - An Historical Evaluation

On examination of available budgetary and fiscal records for

the University School, it seems apparent that little actual or

meaningful planning has gone into budgeting during the last decade

or even during the entire existence of the school. The quality

and quantity of budgetary records at the University School is very

poor, serving to reinforce the conclusion as to the lack of real

planning that has gone into the budgets of past years.

The position occupied by the University School in the organ-

ization of the Florida State University, the Board of Regents, and

the State Department of Education, has created a unique, often hazy

state of affairs for the University School. This is especially 'true

in the areas of budgets and fiscal management. Over the years the

school has received funds from various combinations of the following

sources: State Department of Education, Leon County Board of Public

Instruction, Board of Control, Board of Regents, Federal Agencies,

Florida State University, and parents of students enrolled in the

school (payment of tuition fees). Also, to add more uncertainty to

the issue, the yearly allocations from these various sources are

never really known as to the actual amount until the last minute.

Thus, adequate planning is made even more difficult and almost pointless

One of the factors 111-11;ing the 1.)emon5trotion School unique is its

funding from other school systems in Florida is the obvious fact that

it has no taxing powers. Since it can levy no taxes to produce its

share of the Minimum Foundation Program 75/25 funding of schools, it

must depend upon the University and the Board of Regents for any

funds over and above state provisions through the Minimum Foundation
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Program. The allocation of funds from year to year has followed a

definite pattern of just enough funds to get by for several years

and then a boost for one year to allow the school to try to catch

up on needed program improvements, materials, deficiencies, and

lagging pay schedule.

Yearly budgetary increases have ranged from .5% to 320 over the

previous year. Major increases have been due to salary changes

occurring when teachers were placed on twelve-month contracts or

when the salary schedule was substantially up-graded. Non-salary

categories have not been increased sufficiently on a yearly basis to

keep up with the 4-5% yearly increases in costs due to inflation.

(See budget comparisons on next page.)
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As with most traditional budgeting, this University School budget

reflects little consideration as to the type of program being carried

out in any of the grades or departments. Identical allocation of funds

is made for areas that could not possibly have the same programs or

fiscal needs. The last ten years have seen some improvement in the

allocation of funds. This is illustrated on the following page with

comparison of the 1959-60, 1963-64, and 1968-69 Expense Budgets. The

different budgets contain varying categories from those shown on the

next page, but some areas had to be combined in order to allow

comparison with the other two budgets. A few areas of the program have

been omitted in showing these three Expense Budgets.



COMPARISON OF DEPARTMENTAL EXPENSE BUDGETS

1959-60/1963-64/1968-69

Exhibit R-2

Department/Grade Allocation Allocation Allocation
1959-60 1963-64 1968-69

Elementary Art $200 $ $575

Elementary Science 80

Slementary Spanish 40

Kindergarten 80 50 700

1st Grade 260 200 700

2nd Grade 200 200 700

3rd Grade 200 200 525

Intermediate 540 2400 1300

Special Education 60 80 200

Sub-Total $760 $3130 $4130

7th Grade

8th Grade

Agriculture

180

180

60

110

115

English 200 150 1500

Mathematics 80 75 700

Social Studies 70 150 -880

Foreign Languages 60 100 550

Science 800 1100 1290

Home Economics 950 450 400

Business Education 630 150 332

Music 625 900 1800

Physical Education 1560 1100 500

Art 700 1000 1200

Industrial Arts 1000 1000 1550

Xub -Total Tr= '7Tr7757
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Library $2300 $2300

Guidance 250 200

$2200

750

TOTAL $9345 $8695 $13,702
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As the years have progressed, the disparity between the funds

allocated for expenses in the elementary grades and the funds for

secondary grades/departments has decreased. The 1959-60 budget

indicates the amount received by the elementary grades was about

one-fourth of the amount provided for the secondary program. In

1968-69 the elementary program received an amount approximately

equal to one-half of the secondary budget. These differences seem

very great and the traditional budget gives no indication as to why

there are differences in the funds required by different grades and/

or programs. The PPBS approach should eliminate the above problem

and each aspect of the school's program will be funded according

to its own needs and not according to the position it occupies in

the school stricture.

Cost data generated by this project show that the disparity

still exists in the teaching of math. Furthermore, funds

expending for math instruction are lowest in kindergarten and increase

thereafter for each year of instruction. This is partly due to the

emphasis Americans place on the secondary school and the greater

bargaining power of the Departmentalized secondary school. No

management system, however, will automatically ensure the optimum

allocation of funds among the grade levels but the PPBS model will

ensure that the Administrator does not conveniently forget about the

problem.

The collection of tuition from all students has zl,llowed ,11110 up-

grading of the University's School program to a higher level than

would be possible with just the funds received from the State and

from the University. The collection of tuition helps to offset the
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lack of taxing ability on the part of the University School in

supplementing funds received through the Minimum Foundation Program.

During the early 1960's, there was a different tuition charge

for the three divisions of the University School. The charges were

as follows: Kindergarten $10.00

Elementary 6.50

Secondary 7.50

Currently, there is a $10.00 fee charged per quarter for all students,

K through 12. The change to the quarter system for all students by

the University has brough additional funds into the University School.

It now collects for three full terms as opposed to two and one-half

terms while operating under the trimester system.

Budget allocations have received very little attention as to

actual needs of the school or relevance to stated goals of the school.

The only occasion for members of the instructional staff to be called

upon to assist with budget planning has been to decide how the already

generally allocated funds will be divided between the various

departments. This is usually a bargaining session to see who can get

the most money and little attention, is or can be, paid to actual

program needs. The staff of this project has developed procedures that

will eliminate some of these problems. First, teacher involvement

in planning budgets is quite extensive. Second, school objectives and

needs are brought out in the open and become an integral part of

budgeting process. This does not eliminate politics, personalities and

:.tradition from the scene but it does facilitate ,better .decision-

making if the institution wishes to make the attempt.

To date, the budget for the University School at Florida State

University has been a mere tool by which the school administration

could fairly evenly spread the fulids :throughout theaaany,Idepartments,
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and, a means for the University Comptroller to see that funds are

spent where they were budgeted to be used. It has not been used as a

means of planning for the present or the future, nor for proper

implementation for current or future programs of study. Hopefully,

a PPB System will bring about a better utilization of funds. The

PPBS procedure itself should do much to spell out the goals and

objectives of the school and bring about a more cohesive school program.
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ENROLLMENT, STUDENT, PARENT AND FACULTY DATA

for

FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY - UNIVERSITY SCHOOL

e, 411(-, 4,74

/
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STUDENTS

A review of the University School enrollment figures over the past five
years has revealed a movement up and down between a low of 857 in 1964-65 to a
high of 899 in 1966-67. The enrollment for 1968-69 was 884. An effort is made
to maintain a balance of male and female students in the school; however figures
over the five years indicate that there has been an average of 5.2% more males
than females.

The racial composition of the student body has shown a small but gradual
increase during the past five years. In 1964-65 2 Negro boys were enrolled in
the school. These two students represented 0.2% of the total enrollment. This
figure grew to 43 Negro students in 1968-69, 5.0% of the total enrollment. It

is pertinent to note that the new admissions policy adopted for the University
School August 1 of this year provides in the design a racial composition of 75%
Caucasian and 25% race other than Caucasian.

The IQ distribution of the 1968-69 student body was skewed above average.
Some 84% of the students this past year fell in a range between 92-124 and over
while only 13% fell within the ranges below 92. More specifically the IQ dis-
tribution for students grades 1-12 in 1968-69 ranged as follows:

76-down 2%
76-83 4%
84-91 7%
92-108 24%
109-116 21%
117-124 22%
over 124 20%

Again it is pertinent to note that the new admissions policy is designed
to select students in such a manner that a more normal distribution of abilities
will be evident in the student population.



PARENTS

Exhibit B-3

The current student body comes. predominantly from high-income, profecsional,
white-collar families. An analysis of the 1968-69 enrollment at the University
School shows that the income level of 50 percent of the 500 families represented ex-
ceeds $15,000 per year. 24 percent of the families have an income between $12,000
and $15,000, 17 percent have incomes between $8,000 to $12,000 and 8 percent have
$5,000 to $8,000 incomes. Only 1 percent have incomes under $5,000. The new ad-
missions policy establishes a mean family income of approximately $9,000.

Contrary to popular misconceptions about the composition of the University
School's present student body, only 32.2 percent are from families of the two state
universities in Tallahassee. The remaining 67.8 percent come from homes where the
parents are businessmen, state government workers, University staff, public school
or junior college teachers, attorneys, federal employees, city or county government
employees, physicians and students. Other categories represented in small percent-
ages are ministers, writers, artists, architects and retirees.

The majority of the parents of the 1968-69 students had post high school ed-
ucations. The results of a survey conducted in the fall of 1968 in which 353
questionnaires were returned out of 495 revealed that of the fathers reporting 11
percent had completed some college, 18 percent had earned the bachelor's degree,
19 percent the master's and 37% the doctor's or equivalent. 12 percent of the
fathers had completed high school only while 3 percent had failed to complete at
least high school.

Mothers reported that 24 percent had some college education, 27 percent the
bachelor's degree, 17 percent the master's degree and 2 percent a doctor's or equi-
valent. 19 percent of the mothers had completed high school only while 11 percent
had less than a high school education.

St
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TEACHERS

The 1968-69 University School faculty was composed of 51 classroom
teachers, 2 counselors, 1 librarian, 1 food service manager, 1 principal and1 director. This was a total academic staff of 57 people. Of the 51 class-
room teachers one was a Negro.



FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY - UNIVERSITY SCHOOL

ENROLLMENT



FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY UNIVERSITY SCHOOL

1968-1969 ENROLLMENT

Grade
Sex

TOTAL
Racial Composition
Caucasian Neyropoys Girls
B G B G

K 25 25 50 24 23 1 2

1 25 26 51 25 25

2 26 25 51 26 23 0 2

3 26 24 50 26 22

4 26 25 51 26 24 0 1

5 25 25 50 24 24 1 1

6 32 26 58 32 25 0 1

7 43 42 85 42 37 1 5

8 41 45 86 39 43 2 2

9 42 44 86 39 42 3 2

10 45 46 91 41 43 4 3

11 45 45 90 43 42 2 3

12 52 33 85 50 31 2 2

K-12 453 431 884

1-6 160 151

1.-

311

7-9 126 131 257

10-12 142 124 266

8-3
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FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY - UNIVERSITY SCHOOL

1967-1968 ENROLLMENT

Grade
Sex

TOTAL
Racial Composition
Caucasian_
B G

NegroBoys Girls
B G

K 25 25 50 25 25

1 25 26 51 25 26

2 27 23 50 27 22

3 30 23 53
I

30 23

4 26 23 49 26 23

5 33 27 60 33 27

6 32 26 58
---..

32 25

7

.----
41 45 86 40 45

8 42 45 87 41 43

9 42 42 84 41 41

10 48 42 90
--,

47 42

54 3311 56 34 90

12 43 42 85 40 '41

895K-12 470 -

1-6 173 . 148 321

7-9 125 132 257

10-12 147 120 267

MMIUNNor ........
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FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY - UNIVERSITY SCHOOL

1966-1967 ENROLLMENT

Grade
Sex

TOTAL
Racial Composition

Boys Girls Caucasian Negro
B G B G

K 26 23 49 26 23 0 0

1 27 25 52 27 24 0 1

2 29 19 48 29 19

3 25 25 50 25 25

4 32 27 59 32 27

5 33 26 59 33 26

6 29 34 63 29 34

7 37 45 82 36 44 1 1

8 40 44 84 39 43 1 1

9 46 38 84 39 43

10 56 33 89 55 33

11 43 47 90 41 47 2 0
/0 MON*

12 43. 47 90 '; 43 46 0 1

466 899K-12

1-6 175 156 331

7-9 123 127 250

10-12 142 127 269
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Grade

K

1

2

3

4

5

Boys
x

Girls TOTAL
Racial Composition
Caucasian Neero

26

30

28

28

36

28

29

42

8 39

9 57

10 39

11 50

12 57

K-12 463

1-6 179

7-9 138

10-12 146 120 266

25 51 26

30

25

20

25

0 0

22

28

37

26
$

33

34

46

41

34

48
J

42 92
r.

41

29 86 57 I 29
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FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY - UNIVERSITY SCHOOL

1964-1965 ENROLLMENT

Sex
TOTAL

Racial Composition
Caucasian NegroGrade Boys Cirin
B I G B' G

K 28 23 51 28 23 0 0

1 30 25 55 30 25 0 0

2 28 20 48 28 20 0 0

3 34 23 57 34 23 0 0

4 28 32 60 28 32 0 0

5 27 28 55 27 28 0 0

6 29 31 60 29 31 0 0

7 43 43 86 43 43

8 50 36 86 50 36

9 37 45 82 35 45

10 53 40 93 53

( 62

40

1 3311 62 33 95

34 36.12 34 36 80

455 402 857K-12

1-6 176 159 335

7-9 130 124 254

10-12 149 119 268
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Age-Grade Distribution as of

September, 1968

AGE

GRADE

5

n
1.4

0

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Twelfth 33 51

Eleventh 26 60 5

Tenth 27 59

Ninth 1 19 66

Eighth 32 51

Seventh 33 46 3

Sixth 19 33

Fifth 7 39 3

Fourth 10 40

Third 7 34

Second 12 29 4

First 10 33 8
..........

Kindergarten , 45

....... , .
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, Second Grade
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$12,000-15,000

24%

$8,000-12,000

17%

$15,000 and above

50%

$5,000-

8,000,

8%.

4t

Under $5,000

1%

Percentages of families in different income levels, 1968-69

Exhildt

(Percentages are based on 353 returned questIonnaires yut of 495 submitted.)
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College Teachers
FSU and FAMU

Businessmen

State Government

FSU staff

Divorced or
deceased

Teacher (TJC or
county)

Attorney

U. S. Gov't

City or county
government

Physician

Student

Minister

Writer

Retired

Artist

Architect

Unemployed
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120

Frequency of occupations of .,fathers of University Schoolletudents 4333 ,responses
'of X495 families)

Slightly over 1/2 of the mothers are housewives. Of these employed many are
teachers, are employed on a parttime basis, or are full or parttime students.

1S
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In February, 1968, David Thornhill, foreign Language Education,

began a research project to determine if second language acquisition

follows definite sequences and to identify the development of stages.

The population used for this basic research is one found only in lab-

oratory type schools (two non-English speaking German boys, grades 4

and 5) . The researcher taped conversations and lessons in English for

half hour periods each week over a period of 3 months. In this case,

the availability of the unique opportunity prompted the research.

In February, 1968, Barry Crown, Department of Counselor Education

and Department of Psychology, began research lasting about two weeks,

testing selected subjects, 5-6 years, to assess social class differences

in intelligence and language.

In February, 1968, the Director of Guidance and the Head of Depart-

ment of Home Economics administered a test for Ruel L. Bradley, Jr.,

Inn-Keeper Holiday Inn, Inc. The 11th and 12th grades were used. The

purpose of the test was to determine the attitudes of high school students

toward Hotel-Restaurant Management. This project was coordinated with the

Department of Hotel-Restaurant Management, FSU. Only one hour of time was

required of the University School for this project.

April 10 through 19, 1968, Marie Riely, Department of Physical Education,

coordinated a follow-up investigation of an original study made at the Univ-

ersity School in 1962. It is a longitudinal study of the relationships be-

tween selected AlfthroporCtric Measurements and Tests of Physical Performance

of selected g3r1s.in grades 7, 8, 9, and 10. F. 'population of 100 ntudents

was used.

In April, 1968, Dr. Tom Denmark, Mathematics Education, coordinated a
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research project that was an initial step toward the establishment of a

program which would facilitate research in diagnosis and remediation of

learning difficulties in mathematics. This study continued throughout the

remainder of April and May and through the Summer School program of 1968.

In May, 1968, Robert Bacher, Department of Psychology, conducted a

research project covering three weeks, titled The Effects of Redundant

Stimulus Information on Multiple Ordering Behavior in Children. This basic

research used as a population 150 students, grades 1, 3, and 5. As these

tests and observations were made individually, the work covered the whole

school day for several weeks.

On May 23 and 24, 1968, Mr. Joseph Adams, Department of Science Ed-

ucation, coordinated a pilot study to determine the effectiveness of high

school chemist programs in teaching certain selected laboratory procedures

and skills which would be representative of routine behavior of practicing

chemists. He was provided a population of eight above average students, in

this case, volunteers.

In May, June, and July of 1968, Dr. Frank Rohter and his research as-

sociates conducted research that compared blood flow changes in adolescents

and preadolescents following training. Population: 20 adolescent and

preadolescent boys. Some interesting observations indicated that there is

a possibility of predicting skill in a sport, and also a possible relation-

ship between ability to learn muscular coordination skills and reading.

During May, 1968, a graluate Student from the Department of Physical

.Education used 300 eighth grade ,boys .as,population:to determine if it is

'possible to teach two wheeled vehicle xidingiskillswith

ing devices. This test was of considerable interest in Driver Education,
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as there is presently a new technique for teaching this skill to young

drivers.

Beginning in June of 1968, Mrs. Annie Sue Jefferson, in the Depart-

ment of rood and Nutrition, began a research project to determine the

correlation between basic taste thresholds and food aversions. She worked

in the school with a population of 50 high school students, off and on as

her schedule permitted, until she completed her project in January, 1969.

In October, 1968, Ed Labinowich, a graduate student in Science Ed-

ucation, was approved to conduct some basic research in the area of

Programmed Instruction. Assisted by the University School's Director of

Guidance, he applied several instructions to all senior boys (40+) during

a two hour period. As a result of his findings in this pilot study, he is

continunig his projects with larger groups.

On October 29, 1968, the University School was asked to waive its

usual requirements for a project to go through channels for board approval

in the case of a graduate student, Joseph Crowley, who was about to be

drafted, and needed to finish his research project for his graduate degree.

The University School-accommodated this student from the Department of

Psychology and provided him with forty high school students and space to

conduct his research in the area of Verbal Mediation and Short-Term Memory.

In November, 1968, Dr. Frank Turrisi, Department of Psychology began

a continuing project to observe selective attention in Normal Children. The

'University School has made available to Dr. Turrisi and his assistant, space

and a population of 200 students, K-4. This project in - progress.

4Phe - .evaluation of -results ac obtaisned *IA 13. .asileamine otkon of ,thi s

project.



In January, 1969, Mrs. Joyce Williams, Department o
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Home Economics

Education, was approved to conduct research titled "A Gradient of the Economic

Concepts of Elementary School Children and Factors A

She was provided space and a population of 70, K-7

this (pilot) study January 30, 1969, and, after

she will make a random sample of over 10,000

Schools.

January 10, 1969, Mary Massey, Depar

work on her project titled Multiple Ass

havior in Block Building Situations.

individually and in small groups t

and Family Life and made her obs

She completed her project Janu

January 17, 1969, Rafae

Department of Government,

tested a questionnaire

completed his project

In addition t

of these project

ssociated with Cognition."

students. She completed

refinement of her instrument,

students from Leon Public

tment of Home and Family Life, began

essment of Kindergarten Children's Be-

She transported these children (16)

o the Laboratory in the Department of Home

ervation there under controlled conditions.

ary 26, 1969.

1 A. Lecuona, College of Arts and Sciences,

was provided with a class of sixth graders who

he planned to use in his Doctoral Dissertation. He

in two days, January 21 and 22.

space and population, the University School provided all

s with a great variety of information from cumulative records,

from birth dates to tzst scores.

"The Georgi

CSLS Chil

will he

-th

a Project"

d-Structural .Learning in Science. It is -anticipated that this program

the Nativnal Science program, K-6.

The development .and implementation of CSLS - Level One as ;financed

e 'Georgia Educational TV network and the National -iInstitute for TV.

-4-
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The University School 1st grade, population 50, is being used in prepilot

research to develop and test materials, techniques, etc. before a full pilot

program can be implemented in public schools. This school was chosen for the

prepilot research because of its availability to the participating research

persons in the Science Education Department of the College of Education, FSU.

Working in this project are Dr. Charles Matthews, Director, CSLS; Dr. Paul

Westmeyer, Associate Director, CSLS; Mrs. Martha Duncan, Development Co-

ordinator, CSLS (all from the Department of Science Education, FSU); and Dr.

Darrell G. Phillips, Science Education Center, University of Iowa. Dr. Phillips

is an Associate Director, CSLS. (On going project, school year 68-69)

The Department of Religion, FSU, received a $100,000 grant from the Danforth

Foundation to develop a Social Studies oriented Religion unit. Dr. Robert

Spivey, Department of Social Studies Education and the University School, is

field testing material for the course in the Junior High of the University

School. Personnel of the University School -produced video tape material

to present to a seminar in Orlando sometime in March of 1969.

University School Science Department
Research 1968-69

A. Sponsored (funded) Research

1. 1967-68: Research council funded a proposal to investigate the

feasibility of a team-taught combined physics chcmistry,program

for the terminal scienccv-student. research in this area wag

conducted duringthe aaademic year. Sara Craig -and Lee ,Summerlin

werecprincipal -investigators.

2. 1968-69: Research council funded a proposal to investigate the
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use of super 8mm, single-concept films as a method of emphasizing

sequencing of ideas and concept formation in science teacher train-

ing. Work is progressing in this area during the summer. Filming

techniques will be developed and a few sample films prepared. In

the fall,. students (Science Education students) will actually produce

films in certain areas of science, showing how a series of ideas

lead up to a basic concept in science. The films thus produced will

be added to the film collection of the science department. Cal Bolin

and Lee Summerlin are principal investigators.

B. Departmental Pesearch

1. A testing program was undertaken with chemistry students in

Leon High School. 300 Leon Students and 80 Florida High,

Students were pre-tested and post-tested with both tradi-

tional (Anderson-Fisk) and CHEM Study standardized examina-

tions. Data was analyzed by computer and is currently being

examined for statistical significance.

2. The current status of the CHEM Study program has been in-

vestigated in -detail. Findings from this study have been

published in two journals and presented by invitation, at

national meeting of the American Chemical Society and 7

NSF Chemistry Institutes by the science staff.

3. An analysis of all "modern" Chemistry texts (1961-pre-

sent) has been completeC by the 6cience staff. The results

from this .study have been published an two journals and

presented in ,meatings ;and NSF 'Znstitutes.;by our ,rsuitence

4. A project, similar to that described for chemistry texts,



is currently underway in physics.
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C. Cooperative Efforts with Other Departments

1. Department of Science Education:

The University School has served for three years as a pilot

school for the Intermediate Science Curriculum Study (ISCS)

currently being developed at FSU. The science staff conducts

classes, provides feedback information, and conducts seminars in

this program. One staff member is currently working full-time

with the project, writing material for the teacher-guides.

2. CAI:

The staff members are currently conducting research in the CAI

phase of intermediate science. The Science department will

assume complete responsibility for this program in the fall. Two

staff members are charged with designing CAI facilities and ini-

tiating research proposals.

3. Departmont of Chemistry (FSU) :

A chemistry text written by the chairman of the Chemistry Depart -

meht has been taught at the University School, providing feedback

to the author for revision purposes. This chemistry professor

has also taught his material in our chemistry classes.

University School, FSU, 1968-69
-Proposal for Installing a Program-Planning-Budgeting System
1PPBS) in the University Laboratory School, Florida State University.

This proposal, to establish a P..rogram-Rlanning-Budgeting 'System for

.the.,-.University Laboratory School, stems from the ;fact that 'the Alniversity

School has never achieved its full potential as a laboratory school. Many
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years of under-financing its extensive programs K-l2, coupled with an

attempt to maintain and improve the existing programs, has resulted in

an almost impossible situation. The system for financing the University

School in the past has been on the basis of current programs, and how much

it will cost to maintain them. This system leaves out the central guesticns:

how well are the current programs doing, and are they achieving the goals set

for the school: We propose to implement a PPB system to assist us in answer-

ing the central questions and to provide essential information on how our

limited school funds should be allocated. For example, it should be infor-

mative to look at the school's programs and objectives from an academic-

discipline point of view; and conversely, from a grade level point of view.

The degree of programming must he considered on the basis of purpose and

cost. Is it possible to adequately finance two sections of each grade K-6?

Shall there be two music programs, a vocal and instrumental, or shall there

be advanced college preparatory courses in math and science? The number of

programs and degrees of sophistication should be based upon value judgements

as to their worth when weighed against the purpose of the school and avail-

able funds.

-8-
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GEORGE. W. GORE, JR., PRESIDENT

September 10, 1969
UNIVERSITY HIGH SCHOOL

Dr. Sam H. Moorer, Coordinator
Teacher Education
State University System of Florida
107 West Gaines Street
Tallahassee, Florida 32304

Dear Dr. Moorer:

Transmitted herewith in compliance with your request is
information concerning the student body of Florida
A and M University High School for the period 1964-65
through 1968-69.

If you need any other information please let me
know.

Very truly yours,

(
, (. , z.

Matthew H. Estaras
Principal

MHE/ewg

Enclosure: 1

C., (%:1,'-
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FLORIDA A AND M UNIVERSITY HIGH SCHOOL

The enrollment of pupils in the Florida A and M University

High School for the period 1964-69 is listed here below.

GRADE 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 1967-68 1968-69

1 30 30 29 26 29

2 28 31 30 30 30

3 30 27 31 31 30

4 32 32 28 32 32

5 29 32 30 30 32

6 31 29 32 31 33

7 31 30 30 32 33

8 32 32 33 24 33

9 43 36 46 34 40

10 55 48 55 58 53

11 50 44 43 43 54

12 50 53 43 39 52
. 441 424 WM 711-0- 451

Although there has been an unusually large number of pupils

transferring to other schools within the county since integration

the size of the pupil population has remained practically the

same.

Many of the pupils transferring to other schools within the

city are children of University faculty members and other

professional people.

A desire for broader course offerings was the reason given

most often for transferring.
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A study of the mental ability scores of a representative

sample of pupils in each of the five years show that there

has been little or no significant change in the Intelligence

Quotient levels of pupils. In the generally accepted normal

range (92-108) there is only a difference of approximately two

percentage points between the number of pupils falling in this

range in 1964-65 and those in 1968-69.

The range of intelligence quotients of pupils in each of

the years studied, as shown in the chart on the following page,

is from below 76 to over 124.

There is a decrease in the proportion of students in

the highest range 3nd a corresponding increase in the lowest

range. However the fluctuations could very well be due to

chance.
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The educational level of the parents rangej from less than

an elementary school education to post doctoral study.

A study of the educational status of 641 parents in 1968-69

revealed that thirty-two and six tenths per cent of them had

completed college. A little more than half of these engaged

in or completed graduate study.

There has been, it appears, a slight decline in the

educational status of parents in the five year period studied.

Complete data in this area is not available at present.

The occupational status of parents range from unemployed

to professional. In 1968-69 twenty-eight per cent of 641

parents who responded to a questionnaire were professional or

semi-professional workers, ten per cent were craftsmen,

fourteen per cent were domestic workers, eighteen per cent

were service workers, other than domestic, and the remainder

were scattered among other occupations.

This distribution of occupations seems to be typical for

each of the five years being studied.

No hardhard data ..i.-s' available on the economic status of the

parents of this school. However reliable Inferences based on

the occupations engaged in can be made.

Most of the families have two wage earners, man and wife,

Because of this most families would fall in low middle and

middle economic brackets. In 1968-69 there were three families
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earning less than $3,000 per annum. There are also a few

families which may be classified upper middle.

The economic status of our parents has remained relatively

stable over the past five years.

Pupils are admitted to this school on a first come first

served basis. Names are placed on a waiting list and as

vacancies occur parents are notified.

It is felt that this method is the best one, at the present

time, to insure the proper cross-section of students to service

the School of Education. Although many faculty and staff

members choose this school for their children, no places are

held for them.

There has been only one white pupil enrolled in this school.

He was enrolled for the period January to June, 1968.

No white teachers have been employed during this period.

(In 1969-70 there are two white pupils enrolled and one

white teacher is employed.)

''''' .........



EDUCATIONAL STATUS OF PARENTS

Exhibit C

YEAR
ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL

.....
HIGH SCHOOL COMPLETED

COLLEGE

COMPLETED OR
ENGAGED IN
GRADUATE WORK

NUMBER
IN

SAMPLE
`SCHOOL. 'n . Jo . .

1 0 *0

1964-65 17 10.24 19 11.44 71 42.77 59 35.54 166

L965-66 17 9.09 27 14.43 87 46.52 56 29.94 187

1966-67 27 13.77 32 16.32 78 39.79 59 30.10 196

1967-68 33 16.41 43 21.39 78 38.80 47 23.38 201

.968-69

r

38 6.30 356 59.03 97 16.08 112 18.57 603

4
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REPOIZT OF TUE COMVISSION ON TUE

ROLE OF THE P. K. YONGE LABORATORY SCHOOL

January 30, 1969

PROBLEM

In its report, April, 1968, The Visiting Committee for the Southern

Association of Colleges and Schools made the following recommendation:

"that the Director of the School and the Dean of
the College, with the advice of appropriate indi-
viduals from both groups, develop a procedure
which will yield proposals for the future role
and function of the Campus School. Such propo-
sals would then be refined and accepted functions
agreed upon.

In response to this recommendation, Dean Sharp appointed the Commission

on the Role of the P. K. Yonge Laboratory School in September, 1968, and

charged it to define the School's role or roles, and establish priorities to

serve as a framework for long-range as well as immediate decisions and opera-

tions.

In fulfilling its obligation to prepare such a report for the Dean, the

Commission met for the first time on the evening of October 24, 1968. Subse-

quently, twelve additional sessions were held, each lasting approximately two

hours. Although all members were not able to be present at each session, a

quorum was maintained.

1lierbert Wey,, Richard Palermo and Rob,.u:L erring, Rod) o]' ",he s jj nt. _cyrn:

mit tee : Southern Assoc lat ion of Cp1.1ev,:-, and S choo 1:3 onge L b ol L

School, University of.Florida, Gainesville. April 28-30, 1968, p. 3.
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PROCEDURE

History of the School: FindinLq

At its first step, responding to the charge, the Commission reviewed the

history of the P. K. Yonge Laboratory School from its beginning in 1934. The

review included reports by Dr. nal Lewis, associated with the School from its

third year of operation, and Dr. J. B. Hodges, Director of the School from 1962.

The school was highly innovative in its early years and has continued to

demonstrate progressive practices throughout its existence. However, its in-

fluence as a change agent in American education has been hampered by inadequate

provision for research on its instructional practices. In addition, the degree

of flexibility required in the performance of experimentatio« and other functions

requiring rapid Aanges in budgeting has been prevented by the procedures of the

University for fiscal management. As a matter of fact, funds, tools, and staff

have never been adequate to perform any of the roles to the degree expected of

the School. Further, frequent turnover of administration and faculty has made

it difficult to establish clear definition of and continuity in purposes.

With all its obstacles, there have continued to be several identifiable

strengths. The "esprit de corps" among the youngsters has been observed in their

care for their physical surroundings and in their involvement in their own educa-

tion and in making decisions. Further, the percentage of "dropouts" has been

maintained at a level below one percent for many years, The Southern Association

Visiting 'olmaittee emphasized in 1968 report: that

..,attention be called to the unique btatm, of

the program which emphasizes and dmonsLrates
individualization of instruction. Schools in

general are making great efforts to achieve

this purpose. P. K. Yonge has made major head-

way in this direction. This feature should be

recognized, disseminated and capitalized upon.
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by both the College of Education and educational leader-

ship in Florida.2

Confidence of the community in the School's program is evidenced by the

length of the waiting lists of applicants for admission into the School. Pre-

sently, the names of more than 10 per cent of the pupils in Alachua County are

on the waiting list for admission.

In 1960, and again in 1967, parents of pupils enrolled in the School indi-

cated in overwhelming numbers their confidence in its program. A 1960 study

by Warren Land showed that 85% of the parents reacted to the School's program

favorably, while only 1.2% were unfavorable. The 1967 Study showed a total of

87% rating the School's program as excellent or good only .9% rating it as poor.

A high percentage of graduates from the School have been very successful

academically and have become leaders in civic and professional pursuits. The

impact of the School is perceived in the accomplishments of the educational

leaders who trained there, also. Many are on the University of Florida faculty.

Others are distributed throughout the state and the nation. Numbers have contri-

buted so significantly to education that they have become nationally prominent.

Pre-service and in-service teacher education was the primary role in the

early years. A system of visiting days was set up, and from 1936 until the

beginning of World War II, school was held on some Saturdays. Thousands came

to visit. Since that time, visitation by public school people from all over

the State and nation as well as from other nations has continued, though to a

lesser, degree. Major functions; hdvc continued to be in demonstration and parti-

cipation with a current: interest in ploraTf dixAopal:,tot and educational yew:al-ch.
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Related Documents: Findings

The Commission also studied the recommendations of the Visiting Committees

of 1961 and 1968.

Major recommendations in 1961 were as follows:

1. To define the administrative lines of responsibility;

2. To provide continuity of leadership;

3. To provide an adequate budget, if possible, through
public funds;

4. To provide adequate staff time for active involvement
in research;

5. To assign the College of Education research staff to
function as part of P. K. Yonge staff.

Major recommendations in 1968 were as follows:

1. Definition of the role and function of the Laboratory
School;

2. Clarification of the responsibility for policy making
for the School;

3. Dissemination in the state of desirable practices in
the school;

4. Renovation of the plant, particularly to air-conditioning;

5. Operation of the school on a twelve months basis;

6. Increase in the budget for operation of the school.

Roles identified by the faculty of the Laboratory School listed in the

Policies and Procedures of P. K. Von ice La.boralory_ School were:. 1* .4.+

1. Observation

2, Internship

3. Participation.

4. Services to the Profession

5. Research and Experimentation

tc'acher education
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Related Studies: FindingsOm.
Fifteen relevant studies, dating from 1942 to 1968, were reviewed by

the Commission. These studies related to the functions of college-controlled

campus' schools in many sections of the country. Four of the fifteen studies

were conducted at the University of Florida.

To summarize, the problem of determining the roles appropriate to on-

campus, college-controlled laboratory schools has been a persistent topic of

study. The studies indicate that it is still a major problem common to teacher

education institutions throughout the nation. The function of teacher training

has shifted over the years from student teachirla, which at one time was considered

the primary function by approximately 95% of the schools, to being rated as first

by only 50 or 60 per cent in the early 1960's. Pre-student teaching, exploratory

experiences are currently foremost. Observation aricURstic122tiop of teachers

in training have been considered important functions over the years. Ihese

activities continue to be viewed as primary, but more careful planning and eval-

uation and diversification of such experiences are suggested by the studies.

Since 1958, there has been an increasing interest in experimentation and

research as an important function of laboratory schools, although there is little

evidence of its reality. Further, a laboratory school is currently viewed as a

place to see not only good practices but innovative ones as well. Failure to main-

tain visibility through dissemination of information has been a persistent concern.

Insufficient staff, funds and cooperation between college and laboratory per-

sonnel have .been cited over and over. Uovertheless, it hos been the cosensils

that laboratory schools are ne,d ed. beneEits are considered to outweigh the

difficulties. Further, while many laboratory schools have been closed in recent

years, many more have been opened.
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Hearings

Seeking views from the College of Education faculty, an open invitation

for hearings was published in a November issue of the Memcwator.

The persons heard and questioned by the Commission included three groups:

1. Representatives from Departments and Institutes of the College of
Education.

2. Individual faculty members who wished to discuss individual pro-
posals with the Commission,

3. Administrators Cor the University at the request of the Commission.

Representatives of almost all Departments and Institutes as well as several

individual faculty members and Vice-President Connor and Dean Lassiter participated

in the Commission's deliberations. A total of fifteen individuals reacted to,

elaborated on, clarified,' questioned and suggested implcations for the tentative

role presented by the Commission.

Several statements of function were prepared by the Commission. Statements

were received from session to session as additional views were presented and

accepted by the Commission. Decisions for inclusion were based upon the following

criteria:

1. Provide for consistency with the functions of the College of Education,
and performance of the maximum service of which the School is capable
in the attainment of the institution's goals and purposes;

2. Generate support of decision-makers at University, Board of Regents,
Budget Commission and Legislative levels;

3. Generate broad and sustained support from College of Education faculty.

Ucarings indicated strong support for the Laboratory (chool to:

Be a site of cooperative focus in experimentation by a united faculty;
i.e., P. K. Yonge and Normaa flan;

- Be served by a strong faculty in which membership is interchangeable
between Norman Hall and P. K. Yonge;

Perform those.reoare development funcCion:1 of the Univert,Ity
which wcOd i e appropriate Lo the LahordLofy School;
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Be adequately supplied with space, funds, and personnel to support
and excellent program for pupils and an experimentation role through
a research and development program;

- Maintain heavy involvement of graduate students particularly in
practicums centered in research techniques and procedures;

- Serve pre-service teacher education as much as is feasible and pro-
ductive for teachers-in-training without disrupting the program of
the School.

Views gleaned from the review of the history of the School and related

documents and studies plus views emphasized in the hearings are reflected in

the following statement of the role and its implications for future planning

by the College of.Education.

PROPOSED ROLE FOR THE P K. YONGE LABORATORY SCHOOL

The role of the Laboratory School proposed by the Commission is that of a

great center for ex)erimentation in education to serve educational leadership

in the state and the nation. The development and testing of prototypes or models

of school practices is seen as the School's major focus. Development and testing

of models would be sponsored as pilot studies by the faculty of the College of

Education, including those with primary responsibilities in either Norman Hall or

the Laboratory School, or with joint responsibilities in both.

Ideas and problems selected for development and testing relative to school

practices would be derived from basic research, educational theories, and/or issues

in the School's program. Scholarly investigation of innovative ideas by any member

or group from the faculty of the College of Education, inc lOding the Laboratory

School, would be encouraged. Wide latitude in exploring hunches would be encouraged.

Hopefully, designs to be precisely tested would be developed from promising results.

Some possible examples of models to be developed and tested are:

1. Curriculum evaluation techniques and procedureS, including learning and
instruction;

2. Differentiated staffing for optimal develop:lent and uti147,ation ofluiman
resources;
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3. Production and use of both hard and soft ware as educaLional resources
in group and individualized instruction, independent study, individually

prescribed and programmed instruction, computer assisted instruction;

4. Techniques for community involvement;

5. Use of internships in administration and curriculum development;

6. Investigation of the process of bringing about constructive educational

change within a total school organization;

7. Investigation in the utilization of laboratory experiences in pre-service

and in-service teacher education; and

8. Development and testing of instructional goals and practices in cognitive,

affective, and psychomotor domains in accord with current and persistent

concern for "humanizing" education.

Members of the College of Education (including the faculty of the Laboratory

School, the Institute for Curriculum Improvement, the Institute for Educationdl

Leadership, the Institute for the Development of human Resources, and such other

research organizations as might be committed to educational planning) and perhaps

other University of Florida agencies, as well as the Florida Educational Research

and Development Council, and the Florida State Department of Education would

participate in selecting and developing pilot designs to be submitted to a decision

making body. Further, these groups would assist in the implementation of experi-

mental designs through the Laboratory School and in investigation and dissemination

of findings through the schools of Florida and elsewhere.

Field testing would be accomplished through cooperating school systems,

especially county systems holding membership in the Florida Educational Research

and Development Council. Results of the field tests would be returned to the College

of Education to serve as the bases Col: possible refinement of models o.1 school

practices and for their ultimate dissemination.

Subsequently, those prototypes which appear likely to contribute to the

solution of critical problems in education would i disseminated to public schools

and uther interested agencies.
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A place for teachers-in-training to have the opportunity to view pupils

as well as teachers and programs is considered essential to teacher education.

Dowever, in light of the tremendous increase in the enrollment in the College

of Education, while the population and facilities of the Laboratory School

remain static, curtailment of observation and participation in pre-service

would be necessary. Priority would be given to these functions as they are

related to the unique contribution the School can make in the training exper-

ience; that is, pre-service involvement in educational experimentation. Ihe

experimental focus would possibly open the way for in-depth participation for

a relatively small group of students.

Maximum utilization of the Laboratory School is desired. Thus, within the

limits of space and staff available and having given priority to the experimental

role, opportunities for observation and participation as well as individual

research projects could continue to be available. Nevertheless, other means

for providing related learning experiences, such as video-taping and closed

circuit television as well as identification and utilization of additional

cooperative, adequate sites in public schools should be arranged.

RECOMMENDATIONS

This major proposal that the School operate as a center of experimentation

assumes the further recommendations that:

1. An outstanding program would be maintained for the pupils enrolled in

the Laboratory School and would be consistent with the functions of the

College of Education;

2. A unified concept of the faculty of the College of Education would en-

compass Norman Hall and P. K. Yonge;

3. A research and development program would be established by the College

of Education and facilities for research and development would be located

at the Laboratory School;
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4. Procedures would be developed for the formation of a body which would

be representative of :he College, including the Laboratory School,

and would maintain liaison with all Departments and Institutes

within the College, resulting in unification of the research and

development function of the College;

5. The principles of stimulating positive interaction among involved

individuals and groups and promoting constructive educational change

would underlie development and implementation of all research and

experimentation.

In order to execute this described role, the Commission recommends more

specifically that:

1. A research and development program be established within the College of

Education, with basic state support. Long-range planning, programming,

and budgeting for experimentation and research to be carried out in the

Laboratory School should be developed in relation to this program.

Experimental input would be limited in such a way as not to upset

equilibrium in the School's program.

2. Funds, facilities, and personnel be provided that are adequate for

effective planning, implementation, evaluation, and dissemination of

findings on a long-range consistent basis, through a definite College

budget for research and development, including a markedly increased

budget for the School.

The Commission wishes to make it clear that it does not recommend, but opposes

any conception of an organization that establishes a hierarchy of relationships

which puts other College faculty members "over" the Laboratory School faculty

with authority to impose a program or experiment that violates the basic com-

mitment of the teacher(s) involved to pupils as people and education as a human-

izing process. All people involved must work as equal partners in the entelprise.

On the other hand, Laboratory School personnel have an obligation be flexiole.

Mere cllt_om or personal idosyncrasy cannot be permitted to block change and

All people to bo engaged in'mal:inp, the Laboratory Si.shnol a

ck'ntr:1: for experimentation must hold this atti'tude -or the endeavor wiIl

almost certainly fail..

On a long-range basis, the research and development program would need to

10 of providing appropriate pupil .pcp:AlaLinpr, iol
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research projects. Some populations might possibly be served in other school

settings which might be associated with the Laboratory School.

A unified program in research and development: should be projected for a

minimum of five years and preferably ten years for curriculum studies to be

tested in the School. Long-range planning should also implement a regular,

year-round operation. Facilities would need to be altered to accommodate the

year-round operation and other experimentation, e.g., air-conditioning in

a more flexible plant and optimum environments for televising; facilities and

staff for curriculum development, testing, and disseminating information.

In conclusion, numerous critical problems in education are being identified.

Comprehensive, coordinated programs are needed to investigate possible solutions.

Further, skills in development, interpretation, and implementation of educational

research, whether related to content or process, have become recognized as

essential to the optimum performance of the professional educator. Therefore,

it is the consensus of the Commission on the Role of the P, K. Yonge Laboratory

School that the School can best serve the College of Education, the lAliversity

of Florida, the stao aid thL. nation by focang on 'Lhe role of e.,xpevntation in

education, including teacher training.

Within this framework, although the quantity of teacher training experiences

may be reduced, greater creativeness and significance will be achieved through

improved quality in observation and participation for pre-service teachets and

through experimeuladon wiLh rPo ways of stivulaling and prcmoting parposofnl,

constructive in education.

In the opinion or 1:110 ComilFsion, oF the I he

College of Education of the University of Florida to the experimental role of

its Laboratory School will result in a truly great institution for educational

.trbro:It
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Count Percent

Blacks in School 39 4,3%

Foreign Students in School 31 3.3%

Number of children in family.:

1 73 17,4%

2 153 36.4%

3 123 29.3%

4 53 12.6%

5 12 2.9%

6 4 1 %

7 1 .2%

Living with:

Mother and Father 370 88.1%

Mother 32 7.6%

Father 3 .7%

Mother and Stepfather 10 2.4%

Father and Stemonnr 1 .210

Others 4 1 %

Others living in the home:

Grandmother 18 4.3%

Grandfather 6 1.4%

Aunt 2 .4%

Others 3

7c9s1.11 .o12

TOTAL 30
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Education Father Mother

Count Percent Count Percent

Less than high school 10 2.4% 12 2.9%

High School Graduate 52 12.410 76 18.1%

Business College 3 .7% 15 3.6%

College--1 year 4 1 % 23
2 years 19 4.6% 44 11:5a

3 years 4 1 % 21 5 %
4 years 62 14.80 131 31.2%

Graduate Work 9 2.2% 13 3.1%

Master's 55 13.1% 47 11.2%

Post Graduate 8 2 %

Doctor's 122 29.4% 7 1.7%

Higher 2 .4%

M. D. 39 9.3% 3 .7%

R. N. 17 4 %

No response 3 .7% 9 2.2%
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Count Percent

Professor 126 30 %

Doctor 36 8.6%

Professional 86 20.5%

Business 48 11.4%

Executive 23 5.5%

Skilled 55 13.1%

Service 2 .4%

Student 8 2 %

Retired 4 1 %

No Response 1 .2%

Occupation - Mother
Count Percent

Housewife 244 58.1%

Professional 89 21.2%

Business 11 2.6%

Secretarial 55 13.1%

Special Skill 9 2.2%

Student 10 2.14%
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Income of Family During Past Twelve Months:

Count Percent

Less than $5,000 14 3.4%

$5,000-$9,999 75
18 %

$1o,000-$14,999 139 33.1%

$15,000419,999 90 21,4%

$2o,000-$24,999 33 7.9%

$25,000430,000 15 3.e%

Above $30,000 13 3.1%

Above $40,000 7
1.7%

Above $50,000 2 .4%

No Response 32 7.6%

LaneaRe Spoken in the Home:
Count Percent

English 408 97.1%

Spanish 6 1.4%

Swedish 2
.4%

Chinese 1 .2%

Indian 1 .2%

No Response 2 .4%
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This description of P. K. Yonge Laboratory School's present pro-

grams .and objectives, and programs envisioned for the future, is based

upon deliberations of the entire faculty. Two documents have served as

a framework: the faculty's statement of "Values, Beliefs and Goals

Underlying the Program of P. K. Yonge Laboratory School", (See Appendix)

and Dean Bert Sharp's February 19, 1969, memorandum addressed to the

College of Education Faculty.

All members of the Laboratory School faculty participated over a

period of several years in the careful formulation of the commitments

expressed in the document outlining the faculty's "Values, Beliefs and

Goals". It serves as a guide in implementation of the School's present

program and in planning for the future of the School.

In Dean Sharp's Ecmorandum, he states that means must be found for

the College "to assume a strengthened role in research, innovation and

evaluation in education at all levels", and the College's public service

role must be defined. The programs envisioned for P. K. Yonge in the

future assume that these roles of the College will be strengthened and

that the Laboratory School will be provided the quality of support re-

quired for the perforaance of inercasincly siznificant Anctions in the

attainment of this objective.

The document referred to above identifies the values which guide

the faculty in the instruction provided pupils enrolled in tho Sebool;

in their relationships with ench :nd 1\11.-Lntq,

randiaith University faculty awl Et-ente; mad .in th-;r TQ&learch, eri-

-Prtantation, and Lervice,toc-prcifesion. noLx!ivaluen-ac.lvd;.?:ti

ment, sensitivity, democracy, mr.ponsi ility, scholarship, and authenticity.
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It lists as additional commitments those inherent in the faculty's

beliefs about their roles which follow:

1. Faculty members are continuous learners.

2. Faculty members value professional status.

3. Faculty members feel a responsibility for the total School

program.

4. Faculty members seek to facilitate growth in one another.

5. Faculty members assume a responsible role in the improvement

of American Education.

6. Faculty members recognize parents and community as partners

in the educative process.

The goals for pupils in the School are listed as follows:

1. That each student develop increasingly positive perceptions

of himself.

2. That each student become an effective life-long learner.

3. That each student accept increasing responsibility for his

behavicrend,lemming.

4. That each student develop those skills and attitudes

necessary for effective group living and democratic

interaction.

5. That ePOI student lenrn to adapt to chrnze4dA pnAtive3y

e3'ce1. ellance.

6. ffbat x!Al:lent.f1753. rep). mevni:r for J)is life.
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

Program Development

These values, beliefs and goals constitute the commitment under

which individual faculty members and faculty groups conduct an on-going

program of curriculum modification end improvement. Numerous channels

are utilized. Elementary and secondary faculties have their separate

organizations with elected chairmen. All secondary departments are

organized for curriculum improvement, as is the team responsible for

an integrated sixth-seventh grade program. In addition, groups organize

themselves for the purpose of finding creative solutions to special

curricular problems. A current example is a group consisting of a

teacher from each of the three upper elementary grades who are develop-

ing a program utilizing multi-age grouping.

During the 1968-1969 pre-planning conference, a decision was made

by the faculty that nine curricular goals should be assigned high

priority during the current session. A task force coordinates and

facilitates total faculty action directed toward the attainment of each

of these goals.

1. That every pupil in the School experience excellence in

tacks hich seem important to him.

2. Vaat,n11 tcac4ing fVnctions&nd in other

ut
1 mr, tertta.1...,,r

.'4)4..4.?;TInt ion .,of the ;:\Sz.7-1, 1.

3. Thzit the'progrem of Independent 1er4rning be strengthened

and more clearly defined.
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4. That pupils become actively involved in life in the community.

5. That the student activities program be evaluated and modified

as appropriate.

6. That the School improve its procedures for evaluating and

reporting pupil progress.

7. That increasingly creative procedures for dealing with

pupils' adjustment problems be developed.

8. That a model program for utilization of learning resources

be developed.

9. That more creative procedures for utilization of closed-

circuit TV in teaching and in self-improvement be utilized.

That goals of the total :acuity, goals of each sub-group

and goals of each individual teacher besclear; that they

be consistent with the "Goals for Pupils" as expressed

in the policy handbook of the School; that specific plans

be developed for attaining our goals; that appropriate

evaluation procedures be included in our plans; and that

channels for reporting accomplishments be developed.

Th :,Pr OF, r OM: ,p11-1.:71.141,71114.fatjj7",p,...c.)-r,

Implicit In 1.1 (4-f. $i Inna.
ty

:1 s a. focus upon ',tile ;xi; s o 1112; , ho rye: Aro.nive-

ness is valued by tho.i' s s ,,,In*,11-porraltne-mt

characteristic, the:uaintenance of the human dignity of the 'individual

student and provision for those experiences which facilitate his optimum
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growth. At a time when many schools over the nation ara experimenting

with programs for the individualization of instruction, the faculty of

P. K. Yonge feel that they have developed a program for individualization

which embodies many unique strengths and avoids the regimented progression

through isolated subject-matter units so frequently present in such experi-

ments. After examining P. K. Yonge's program in 1968, a Visiting Committee

of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools stated:

It seems of special significance that

attention be called to the unique status

of the program which emphasizes and demon-

strates individualization of instruction.

Schools in general are making great efforts

to achieve this purpose. P. K. Yonge has

made major headway in this direction. This

feature should be recognized, disseminated,

and capitalized upon by both the College of

Education and educational leadership in

Florida.

Within a program which impressed the Visiting Committee of the

Southern Association and continues to excite considerable interest

on the part of various visitors-to the School, acveralltnovations

stand out. One of these is to be found at the -seconlgrade level. Here,

two teachers, an aide who comes from a culturally deprived home and is

currently enrolled at Santa Fe Junior College, participants from the

elementary education program and interns in elementary education

integrate in a unique manner the characteristics ofliiclivIdualization

with teacher education. Of special significance in 'this program is the

,very large number 'of -experiences prov-ic,la

.made possible bbrough .teaming :ef fort , vrather t han the :departmentalization

frequently employed in programs designated as "team teaching".
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Another program of note is that designated "Individual Study".

Under this program, forty-four high school students work individually

for one hour each day on projects of special interest. General super-

vision and assistance are provided by teachers to whom they are assigned

individually, in terms of consistency of the teacher's skills with their

interests_and needs. The range of experiences is very broad; examples

are: computer training, enrollment in University courses, assisting in

the teaching of younger children, and the study of game birds, psychology,

advanced foreign language, and the improvement of reading skills.

Equally important, but more difficult to describe, are the many

independent study activities carried out in conjunction with scheduled

courses. Several juniors and seniors assist in kindergarten teaching;

several science students are writing computer programs; independent

research is an integral part of the core program at the senior high

school level; .many students are conducting special studies and services

in the community.

A miniature nmiddle dnanding the sixth and seventh grades,

is headed by a team of four teachers representing the four basic disci-

plines. As a team, they provide organizational structure to facilitate

4ndividual anCmAl group &-1.::.1mIction In tb:Ar ,areas and

,for 611:.larr..n to mn1To. ce ,37:ror, it,rn.,ng*irflany

41ctkvities, in ,ralcas whIA:a emich and .era ;?.)e

'Other prog-vattwattdrript to'-liirprove readivf,e,vt,
;A...,

g. A ll ;k..171.1t1. ig'it% S

by enhancing their *self:concepts through self Aramatization; provide for

.,fourth ernders.to select areas for individual study, develop long-range

7-7
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and daily plans for procedure and present results to the group; experiment

in presentation of fifth grade mathematics through individually prescribed

activities; and re-group students for core program workshops consistent

with students' interest and teachers' abilities at the 11th and 12th

grade levels.

An "open shop" procedure is followed in art and industrial arts so

that students may enjoy experiences in these areas at any time that their

schedules permit, leaving other classes or being scheduled for a period

each day throughout the year.

Under the Educational Improvement Act of 1968, the P. K. Yonge

faculty formulated a proposal to improve the use of materials and equip-

ment in education, with major emphasis upon their use in individual study.

A model organization is being developed for selection, housing and dis-

tribution of learning resources, and for faculty exploration of creative

utilization procedures. It is anticipated that increasing attention will

be directed toward the creation and testing of curricular materials when

the necessary space and liupporting stuff 7c-aatoe obtained for this purpose.

The Program: Integration

The curriculum of the Schoolr.flects the tl'old to4tirate content

,end,experie.nces,mithin a framework of komnon. comepts. .Inti:Tratlor of

,all'growth-expeillienco js.,:tovglattlnol,:evpla,r3et;i;jAe--tbound-

..aries of the school :cowl-is, the .:sc11:00.1.1T:-Iar 001

:with ;those within G e School.
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For the past four or five years, groups of faculty have worked toward

a concept-based, N-12 science program. A descriptive statement of basic

science concepts for elementary school children has been developed and

a group of teachers have extensively explored procedures for implementa-

tion of a program for building these concepts, with major reliance upon

discovery procedures.

An experimental high school program eliminates the separate subjects

of chemistry, physics and biology in presenting science concepts as they

cut across these specialties. In its second year, this program is

exciting attention among science educators at the local university,

state and national levels.

With high priority upon the maintenance of a humanistic educational

approach in an increasingly rnhnnistic society, the core program inte-

grates social stur/iec, the study of the English lan3unge and literature,

and development of communications skills. Through team tenehing,'speeiol-

ized workshop exp. nces, !n:loilent study projects, group end individual

guidance:, and utilination of the coralunity for many lOot-atory experiences,

a quality of integration seldom attained in the highly segmented high

school schedule is sought.

Eleventh uncle core tenclicrs are developing an .experimental program

ontitl(d Stud Lof to bc lmplemItted in 3969-1970. Conc'eptually bnscd
. ...A

,%hvf:,;=itles-scicntific 1.1nti3 wIll bc.seler:teecill,librium.maxban3c
in

caw

from the disciplin,::s of't,eiee, social studies,-practical and fine arts,

and philosophy. Team teaching and differentiated staff will facilitate

.planning and,implentation.
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In the third year of experimentation with organizational and

instruction methods designed to facilitate transcesence in ten, eleven,

and twelve year olds, teachers continue to seek the most promising ways

to integrate physical, emotional, social, and intellectual development.

One of the faculty's goals, as stated in an earlier section of this

document, is "that each student find real meaning for his life". Relevance

of growth experiences in the uttainment of this goal is difficult to obtain

since our society finds so little need for youth in serving the economic

needs of the family. There are few opportunities for productive labor,

and when the youth assists in the care and operation of his home he is

likely to perceive his labors as supplementing those of a maid or yard

man, rather than joining forces with his parents.

The complexity of the rocial and political stru,:ture of our society

places intricate citi7enship demands upon the yolIng adult. He lc likely

to reach young adulthood with inadequate experience fnr rational utiliza-

tion of his knowledge of 6ocial and political issues.

These two needs have led the faculty to the goal of deep and extensive

involvement of all students in the social and political life of the community

while they are still in school. Serving as a catalyst between the child's

cYpIrience in curriculum ond in the Goircville comvIrity, the faculty

C=monity Involv2nent Task Force has stjmuJotc!d mljor (.:11,e%cst this fear

'.und he to.plovide direction. Bi-wac',0,y "Yonl;c

-Uxsoxn" reports aCcavities (see attach(Id).

All programs in the School focus to enhance the self-concepts of

students. Particularly significant examples are self-dramatization

Nactivities coodinotL.d vinxerAing iwptovcm,.-nt A,hi::d.troacrs nnd
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physical education activities selected to give children many opportunities

to succeed in a variety of non-competitive ways.

Second graders visit Gainesville Nursing Home regularly and have

adopted "grandparents" there. Bell Nursery and Carver Community Center

are sites for service by P. K. Yonge students. Youngsters so involved

are playmates and tutors to others. Under supervision on the P. K. Yonge

campus, older students assist younger students in the nursery and at other

levels, particularly in speech, reading, and mathematics. It is hoped that

self concept is enhanced in both the server and the served. Both respond

enthusiastically to one another.

In addition, outside resource people are used continually in con-

junction with studies at all levels and in all areas of the curriculum.

For example, in their study of nutrition, fifth grade youngsters have

used parents and tl:tc MceJcal Center. .o clve rItudents

opportunities to various pc,ints of view relative to current local,

national, and int(Lion0 to core

classes. Through cokwsies in in:autrial arts, stuGvnts lac brou6ht into

contact with outside vocational resource people. Field trips in science

classes are conducted with specialists from the University departments

of science in accoldp6aim. 'coaches, c:p11,Jyd attliu-School

and tar no W.c,7 171,otar,

pro::enors from 1,1.;! Co ,fte '61c1 t

Tr,oi;r:%m for YQV.1":'3E t; -Iv y 1 11 : 7.1t!11-.
111

elementary level.
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Third and fourth graders have been utilized (by the Cultural Center)

as one pilot study group along with other schools throughout Alachua County

studying Florida.

A goal for the immediate future is to operate the School year-round

with breaks in the formal program of the School occurring at intervals

of approximately five weeks, each extending for a period of a week. All

facilities for individualized instruction would be open and adequately

staffed, and adequate time would be provided for laboratory experiences

in the community. An additional benefit would be the time provided for

many faculty members to engage in curriculum development, teacher educa-

tion and research activities. Implementation of this plan is dependent

upon acquisition of adequate learning resources, year-round employment

of faculty and air-conditiollirg of the School plant.
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TEACHER EDUCATION

Pre-Service Education

One of the central functions of P. K. Yonge Laboratory School,

throughout its existence, has been to assist in the pre-service and

in-service education of teachers for Florida and the nation. This

function, common to laboratory schools in general, is most frequently

performed through providing placement for practice teachers. This has

never been the case at P. K. Yonge, where internships have been pro-

vided only in those cases where direct benefit to the School's program

might be expected.

Many pre-service and in-service programs are conducted at P. K. Yonge.

They vary somewhat from year to year as needs change. Pre-internship

participation 4)^. =Jo,' program for e.numter of years, especially

at the elementary level. Until 1968-1969, all students in elementav

education were placed in elementary classrooms for three weeks during

the trimester prior to Wacir internship, as a part of their general

curriculum study. With the reduction in time allocated fox' curriculum

study in the transition from the trimester to the quarter calendar, the

time allocated for participation has been reduced to two weeks.

Alring their p-,rticipation at P. K. studr..nt3To=4,upon

vorkIng v.itb C1110,rrni ar.v

is, in
e", ,cf

'.pr;;t1 t O -.11.3.13113 t ch:;b1r: '''';:r...,,riant:te c Tr6t,roni

in which structure is adapted to the attainment of clearly perceived goals.



At the secondary level, the trend during the past several years

has been in the direction of including participation in methodology

courses rather than general curriculum. At its best, this program in-

volves the College instructor, a P. K. Yonge instructor and the members

of a methods class in planning learning activities for a class at P. K.

Yonge. The program is then implemented and evaluated by all those in-

volved in the planning. The two instructors thereby serve as a team in

working with the P. K. Yonge and college students.

All teacher education students and many students from other fields

observe at P. K. Yonge as a facet of their study of child growth and

development. Three years ago, this program involved 20,000 student

visits to the School. The number has been sharply reduced through the

use of closed-circa,lt Am3 zr.ltitutirm of tutorial end other

services throvebvat thc,corr:AJnity.for, pct of th,.? arierTntion .program.

Many University students perform tutorial services at P. K. Yonge

under this program. s:
4
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in ri:,Cilng .,re

provided practieura.v41c:ciencrvi at the Celool. /3:1-tutoAal z!trvices rare

carefully supervised by the School's special education teacher to insure

maximum benefit to the University students involved and to those being

tutored.

G..oaCluate stuaents in psycholoa rind j1) c.oul,sel1 i17!6 tire l'.mviC,cd

pracicum experiences at P. K. lionz,f.. ra.ivarlxx of7cars

ol,scxved in th,c121x,n1 nnd rt?t!eA-1

`through physicalx=inntio or r.tuL o,:.t: ry.n the -School. Allateech

therapists haVe interned at P. K. Yonge, and a number have engaged in

.s ecinlited .activitift)cll -0s..z:luttiometvo s.
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A very significant service during the current year has been the

employment of some fifteen to twenty teacher education students as

teacher aides. Through a program made possible under the Educational

Improvement Act, these students, some graduate and some undergraduate,

assist in the P. K. Yonge program at levels appropriate to their train-

ing and experience. Each serves fifteen hours per weep..

In-Service

In-service training has involved faculty members in sewaral roles:

1. Teachers from state school systems visit the P. K. Yonge

campus. Dixie County teachers met with members of the

faculty in an evening meeting, then visited the campus

once a month throughout the year. Teachers have also

visited and conferred with teachers from Lake City, Palatka,

Taylor, Union, Polk, Orange and other schools.

2. Visiting teachers observe here, then a P. K. Yonge teacher

goes to tlIc other school for coiu,ultai;ion. One teacher

has made monthly visits to Baker County and another has

been to Union County High and Chiefland. Three P. K. Yonge

teachers made a TV tape on individua1i7ing English instruc-

tion for an in-service work hop of Alachua County English

tee.cors.

3. ScxcrA Rriculty mmlwc.s CiEYVO cli;a;c7tcnt onrJ.P(o.

Onelnr;tructor is zrirvin2; yr; ca-salt;Lnt vin\cvxpatcr.:;zed

scheduling in Pinellas County; another worked with state

teachers on the Science Fair; two others conferred with
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teachers from Volusia and Brevard counties on a Social

Studies Consortium for revamping the social studies curri-

culum in the state's public schools; this summer, two P. K.

Yonge instructors will serve as consultants to American

Schools in South America.

4. Various faculty members have spoken at conferences and work-

shops. One spoke at a joint meeting of the Florida Academy

of Scientists and the Florida Council of Teachers of Science;

another spoke to a working group of science educators on the

University campus.

5. For the past two years, P. K. Yonge has served as an observa-

tion center for Head Start teachers from throughout this

area; and training institutes, involving early childhood

Intt2uctcrs of the School, have been eonNetca during the

summer months.

6. A SCY1eS of via.e-tapE.s on pre.Arip3 Wlavioral objectives

is Abein L;i,,,::p:,red for the fit,r,te ..,cilr,4-ffent; of 3Zmcation,

utilizing special competencies of P. K. Yonge staff.
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

A source of frustration for P. K. Yonge faculty members has been

the failure of the University and its College of Education to effectively

exploit the Laboratory School's potential as a great center for research

and development. A Visiting Committee of the Southern Association of

Colleges and Schools, in 1962, strongly recommended that the Laboratory

School be enlarged to provide time for its members to engage in research

and development activities. When funds were made available for Research

Institutes in the College of Education, it was requested that research

assistance be provided for faculty members desiring to design studies

in instructional strategies and curriculum change. Several years ago,

a joint Norman Hall-P. K. Yonge Committee was assigned the task of formu-

lating a plan for recIrch '&-,7.,en-clor.ment activities in the School.

Neither the recionmendation of the OACS,C=mit,bee the revevt.emlnating

from the School's faculty, nor the work of the ad hoc joint eozmittee

resulted in any colistractive action.

Meanwhile, numerous liadividuals and groups from P. K. Ycnge have

presented ideas for experimental design. In a number of cases, their

ideas for change have been implemented without provivIon fol--111.1.r.Uon.

Tocamples are the middle school program, second grade tcan tcath incs, an

independent study program, and utilization of 'vier c:3 temthing

assistants in elewentary classrooms.

In other wises the ideas have been Jvc,r3.-.ed ortfelayediocc.,,,6e they

could not be carried out without increased support. Most significant

among these have been the total faculty's plan for year-round operation;
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a design for developing a N-12, concept-based science program; and a

model center for preparation, testing and utilization of learning

resources.

This is not to suggest that no significant research has been con-

ducted at P. K. Yonge. Under the School's policy of permitting doctoral

students and University faculty from any college to conduct research in

the School, an average of fifteen studies have been conducted each year.

A number of these have been relatively significant, but it is noteworthy

that a majority have been conducted by students and faculty from colleges

other than the College of Education.

Currently, a new recommendation for making P. K. Yonge "a great

center for experimentation in education" awaits further action by the

College faculty. Ti o rccoawcndation, developed by c Comni:;sion on the

Role of P. K. Yong° Laboratory School, calls for a structure for channel-

ling research and development activities into the School and recommenda-

tions for their funding.
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THE P. K. YONGE PROGRAM OF THE FUTURE

Framework for Prolectionu

In projecting programs for the future of the Laboratory School,

three considerations seem pertinent. They are:

1. Programs for the future should utilize and be built upon present

strengths of the School.

2. Future needs of the College of Education and the education pro-

fession should be anticipated.

3. Plans should be consistent with the College's commitment to

make the Laboratory School "a great center for experimentation

in education".

Focus of Programs

The School has a statement, carefully formulated ti rough total

faculty participation over a period of several years, in which the

"Values, Beliefs GmiscelyIng the Procrau of P. K- 'Lenge Labora-

-!ory School" are-onumerated aid described. The Irta ment is Lilalmarized

in an earlier section and attached as an appendix to this report.

In adopting this statement, the faculty agreed that it should not

be "perceived as a stntie document which can serve as a guide throllghelA

the ftltare of th?.School". Instead, "as faculty Illei:Gh(. ta,:yr.ses

be continuaq e!Jart-:.s--deletions, wIdlitict3 4one.

..13trengths .v ,+. 6
;,!:H11-1}rr COrt.

mittee of the StsteleTn -A.:of,!-i-rtion 'Of .*Colltgcs -;and `'Schools..euring its

recent evaluation, and by numerous other visitors to the School, are

-thoEie qualities :vilich .1.-:.-,-.7.eotcrtaistent :with the
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Since it is important that the School utilize a unifying, directing

force, and that future programs be built upon existing strengths, programs

of the future should be consistent with and supportive of the faculty's

statement of "Values, Beliefs and. Goals", with whatever modifications

may result from future increases in faculty insight.

Programs

Research and experimentation, teacher education and educational

leadership are envisioned as functions of the Laboratory School of the

future. However, these are not seen as separate and competitive functions.

Service to each should be supportive of the performance of other functions

and facilitate the attainment of the aforementioned goals for stildents

enrolled in the School. Therefore, we shall not treat the instructional

programs for studentG, arid pyoGrams in research and experimentation,

teacher education ena eC.wletSoLL,1 le';dctshiT as epcq,rot ,cntitics, although

some programs will be seen :Lc; 4'os:IwLY) pr:InrVV-opcsn the rerfornce of

one function or another.

Consistent with the School's philosophy and in anticipation of

a continuing need to demonstrate an emphasis upon humanistic values in

an increasingly complex, lnpol.,;nnd aid mcelentstic society, curricular

content and experiencesNill fouus.upon the Stu:Iv-of an. Through

inquiry into -man's l'aiAlciniptc; hilsr.xclf, in iu-rtaation to.rinn,

,r,r3r) /in 1Etion to nature, ,r;),..,x1 4r. .,,rel1a1-1 Gt., ic-

marki'stic concepts till bt:: area. tCtntz.li he Ttiq.-tval fr coal tlIzitly

disciplines, including science, history, sociology, psychology, anthropology,

practical and fine arts, theology and philosophy. Operations utilized

1:1.1 7.-.)? 2 c
' ei .. - 1 Nr- I., RI 7. r ^ 4

5, /41,
'Y A. cy
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techniques for group discussion and rational decision-making; skills

for independent learning; and active participation in community affairs.

Teams of teachers will carry responsibility for groups of students

in engineering programs to provide the most appropriate experiences

possible for acquisition of the basic concepts and skills desired.

Selection and ordering of experiences and content will focus upon the

distinctiveness of different student's needs. Such considerations as

relevancy, long - range significance and promise of major impact upon

students will be central as the program aims for precision in stimulating

cognitive, affective and psycho-motor development. Around a central

core of experiences for all students, a wide range of learning opportuni-

ties will be provided through special purpose grouping, individualized

instruction and independent study.

From the School as a focal point, educational experiences will ex-

tend throughout the community and beyond. Students will be engaged in

the performance of comunity scrvic_ rind civic retponsibilities of an

increasingly comrley rx%ue from carly.rtge. .Exatnplcr.are the folloving:

reading to and writing for the handicapped and elderly; assisting in the

education of pre-school culturally deprived children; assisting teachers

of younger chil4r;%11 and in other vv:, y:arUcipatAiig i) the operation oi

thiAr Elccol; Lenric on .tlae bords n,sncies c;nd :titatAons;

luctiyAg rxxvQys

z, r: 'cf caf.ti,c..!;:li:
11:A el, r

s'.

-'"41. nrikl!,1,7

from otherother communWes vLsi_ted in .1c, course of,ifamily travels.
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While relating to the central core of content and skills of the

program, such experiences will serve students in finding meaningful

purpose for their lives through relevant participation in the mainstream

of social and civic life.

The School will be in operation during every month of the year and

will not have uniform times for all students to begin or end the school

day. At intervals of approximately five weeks, the formal program will

be interrupted for a week. During that week, students will engage in

independent study at staffed self-instruction centers and laboratories

at the School, study at home or in University or community libraries,

take field trips, vacation with their families and engage in community

affairs.

Since instruAltior.71 dends will be reduced during these weeks,

teachers will b^ free, on a rotating basis, to meet other professional

responsibilities, such as curriculum improvement, teacher education,

xe.crrch and .service to thfi pYcfs.-31on.

A model protxTm xurcT..!7 ttruc. Ions tectirg and

utilization will be in operation. In a materials production and re-

search center, curricular materials appropriate to the needs of the

inntructional prQEram of the School will be pl'oalaced, and commercially-

Hpoducelmatlo will be rIgemusly ter,t(4 ia the l';:PIl'AYutAit,nal

Ad :-LS E:ts E.,;;0,1c;ias -ec; .; rovl es dill

.:pre.,alm,rice.Atnii
Tux.

.1.11.stirec t 1 Orl of s .at ,e,:lemen.tary 'and t::"."..e.l.fdta.ar
Self-

instruction centers and laboratories will be located at strategic points

.,:4;,10.1731w,"--,,A the
,vith -the exintimc.,-.1itrnry as ,a point.
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These facilities will include wet carrels and computers in the library,

in classrooms and in self-instruction centers; and laboratories will be

provided for individual investigations, skill development and creative

pursuits, in science, mathematics, foreign languages, art, industrial

arts and English language arts.

Program development along the lines that have been described will

open many other avenues not presently envisioned. While serving as a

unifying instrument through the general direction for instructional

change which it provides, the School's statement of "Values, Beliefs

and Goals" will undergo continuous modification. In turn, as the docu-

ment is modified to reflect increased faculty insight, still additional

avenues for change will be opened.

Development, evaluation and modification of the instructional pro-

gram will constitute the processes through which the other functions

of the School are per-formed. Conlaquent3y, 11cLolcrly pv.Dcedures vill

be pufsued rigorously LachthancA

will be initiated,up',1a,t11 o rationale;

consequences of change will be predicted from the best research data

available; and results will be rigorously evaluated as a basis for

initiating further cltrze. ibi cettirg, tedeLer education,

r,'.x.t.r3cite.rch .7E. '}t i)k

itionak .1c:t;r1s.rzeivl,p 1N11. f ; 1;17 e; ,r1:1'.

gltett %,.1.4 1.?1, on.

Research, tz-1:1 sEa..(c
w1.13.

utilizing the most scholarly procedures possible in a continuing search
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for increasingly effective curriculum, teaching strategies, facilities

and organization to help young people to:

develop increasingly positive self concepts

become effective life-long learners

accept increasing responsibility for their own behavior

and learning

become skillful participants in democratic interaction

become positive effectors of change rather than victims

of it

develop personal purpose and commitment

Educational leadership functions will be performed as knowledge

and skills realized in this search are transmitted to others in the

profession.

In the future, a major focus of the School will 1 c upon the .reds

of graduate ztuaents In education. Enralmoht riojoctioDs indicete that

the College of ktl'ictALion's olv4v.stt. f,;L:1131:1: 1.):-Yy i: 351

by 1975. This f6(2.. Ta y' t rttrr.. .tr.a . , ,in

volvement in formulating, implementing, and evaluating the program of

the School.

An incmAztir; d(1,2ate.,t c:onp11:,te

r. trxna or Exj.,c-...'11.e.:YV;;1".?

nt

,Vr :I . 53 :^ waa ;' t kv-c...11%).-A.1.. -,..k4A';:.r,..1:F.:,.1c,gclekl .4tettl.:21.;s .in

vrtoycrsz,=!3 khrkv _;)-,,p.;'21 irk a dm,4).:104t-rd. 'reziner-end rwheich

scholarly expericon.461-.11vR:::e,n -is Isel(toins or \never, ilized in -providing

direction _for change. A laboratory school should. demonstrate "model"
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procedures in program formulation, implementation, and evaluation, but

cannot do so without a quantity and quality of manpower far beyond the

level likely to be provided from tax sources.

Knowledge and skills sought in graduate students' programs will

gain relevancy as they are more effectively related through personal

involvement in the Laboratory School program. The growth in knowledge

and skills needed in developing and implementing organizational patterns

for educational insti.tutions, curriculum designs, and research proposals

will receive major cppbasin. The outcome hoped for will be educators

skilled in scholarly experimental design and in its utilization in pro-

viding direction for change.

As the number of undergraduate students in education continues to

increase, it becomes clviaent that major modifications of laboratory

school programs at this level become essential. Already, many experi-

ences for students arc *provided through other institutions and agencies

in the community.

Consistent with 1.!;:, rhift .111 ' of the School to experimenta-

tion, a major service of the Laboratory School of the future will be

experimentation in laboratory experiences in teacher education. Several

pilot programs are baag cuaducted turrently. Yn

1,:tnrns are riticcd with one teacher cat:: rTurter. 'Two-interns

- in a team teuchini; oituAien

a the TY:peril-Irani:al Program-L ',:;

q'or specified perioric .(.11 time in vbieh the P. K. .IT.n-sv
kiva',N -the

student obtain the experiences especially tailored to his needs wherever

.1n theSchool these experiences can be obtained.

Exhibit D-3
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In October, 1968, a proposal was submitted to the Dean calling for

experimentation at P. K. Yonge with maximum utilization of one school

as an intern center. The proposal, in summary, was as follows:

There seem to be two major problems in internship:

1. The lack of adequately prepared directing teachers in

the public schools,

2. The lack of readily available assistance to interns by

coordiaators from the University.

One hypothesis which might be tested is that desired outcomes are

achieved in multiple, rather than single assignments to a single directing

teacher. Seminars with the coordinating professor would be an essential

aspect in the training. Video-tapes might be used to accomplish the

'same ends
night be

established in Ott,? :a:7.c

.A second but -slated study,' which vight-be undertaken, would be

in the developmnt of fifth 'cam f.,prep'e..cF.ing.n.astcr-tcachis.

As a pilot to ',r Iiit;m114:, 4.1x otcl.s
-X!Nlt!.ation would be

selected and be given fellowships for a year of postgraduate training.

Their program would include work as gmtduate interns for the year in

W.: laboratory 40c; bF:,vd-oith -173r r .1.-conqus!,t.4.1.d .by a

taam, of pon.,:11,Jrs trom%tb

1%11 itAt 0 rr..critta
o13.1 Icy th, il-

ftrati on of la
aad

procedures employed in progrem.drelppL;eut.
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Organization

Since the instructional program of the Laboratory School is regarded

as a vehicle for use by the College in professional education and research,

and since these functions will be inextricably involved in program develop-

ment, a radically changed organizational arrangement is envisioned. All

faculty of the College will be regarded as faculty of the School. All

will be represented in policy formulation through committees charged

with responsibility for effective direction of the School's programs.

Although direct involvement will be differentiated in terms of faculty

members' different roles in the College, it is anticipated that all

faculty will be involved directly in one or more of the Laboratory School's

programs.

Committees iill be forred for each of the School's programs. Each

committee will 1.) :resporzible for ,cll aspects of the program in its area,

including program development and evauntion, earch, instruction of

ttuJonts, and larittof;,' ...2i.:A'..,t,:no in teachaautttion. For .c=nple,

a student per sonr1.,71-.&:Z! nriC e,t1. . fir;:f;,4iit. :.". :?.:?. vg? I 1 11. ...1.9%,-c! .;;: r., :7,1; .2;,: i:..- 01-1 :II. ),:11. Ity

development and implementation of the best student personnel services

program possible, consistent with the general goals of the instructional

TITTxam and need" of ,styleats cxeolia; ted4clocr ow.at .vad 17inch

, the p: as ; a learn r .).1.tr.c.: 0 s, 63:::Zi Atit ,!: :Z.' :1 11 :' :7: . '',..! ,,.;i' t.1,.: rA! r. I 171,:ld

cin en earlier .4t.,-.)f-:t1.r.ni ;6.12.tli.E;. ,2.flt:1:.;:::LA; ; y. :J. 4,'if,E;i,IfiifM;2t%,t,..::;:e. rd:mi5:',; bee

'. l'reavItle a modea. rff -.Xi; OM of '.w15 TII,7trttt Iv e Alt, nrit':..v,, r) ). -A4-41:13,in.7

and a middle school*.currieulum 'committee 'min ,;r:::arry -,irelz-pwib flay for

that aspect of the School's program.

1
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College Departmental
Chairmen may serve as chairmen of committees

responsible for areas of the program corresponding with their Departments'

educational areas. Elementary and Secondary Departmental Chairmen might

serve as chairmen of committees responsible for those divisions in the

P. K. Yonge program while the Curriculum and Instruction Division Chair-

man would head a committee on which these two are members, with respon-

sibility for coordination of the total program.

Under this organizational arrangement, it is anticipated that the

distinction between employment in the Laboratory School and in other

Departments of the College will be eliminated. All personnel presently

employed in the School, except the Director, will become members of

appropriate College Departments, and assignments may be interchangeable

or divided. For exmple, a mthematics educator might be teaching one

course at P. K. Yonge, one methods course and be engaged in research in

mathematics education.

The Director, an a.bcr o1 the DCMtt; 4 u f, uil1 '$;terve as ex

officio member .of!1)11

projects and programs, budget funds for the dif&rcnt programs and

projects, and direct Research and Development end Dissemination Service

tjriters to be .f?tk..N,5X7:0:d in

TvriaiTb,inv1%1 d:latac:11ege'z
Y. Y)me

,J.eat,:teeLlt '::;.11t"0:.; (7' r 3
,r;

totx(tmert,,recearch

central in the U.'01 :k00.1!."6 li,rtigst-6921,
;eta .revt-31op.-

ment Service Center is envisioned as a necessity for the effective
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functioning of the program. Staffed by research specialists, the Center

will provide research services, including assistance in the preparation

of grant proposals, for all committees operating in the School, and will

coordinate all research activities. Institute Directors will constitute

a committee with responsibility for formulating policy for the Center

and advising its staff.

A Dissemination Center will be responsible for seeing that knowledge

gained through the School's programs is made available to the education

profession in the State and nation. The Center will be staffed by

specialists in television and movie production, conference arrangement

and publications. The staff will coordinate all dissemination activities

of the School, initiate and implement dissemination activities on its

own, and serve As rCWA:re* pcpsonnel for all others engaging in dissemi-

nation activities.

It is anticipated that such a program as has been described will

attract thousands of Nqz:it:'..)rio to-thc%Scbc)ol. Provlg opport.,unities

for visitors to doiserveaal;ai;c '.1,..1.1111.tilte..on.3 of

the major procedures for dissemination. Such other procedures as those

listed below might be employed:

1. Hold pcoaic

1.1Es: t flram.

2. lut1:11.1.r Ir.,. 1:111 ct 7 .1.4er .1 a1 I: &rid

r4 t 6. 371:(10 1 cm,,ac.13,,L,1.1:,r0,.e

earri :0 r.-10.1s tezt in i; he 0.01 E .-,vi-ccrt,ni,
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Distribute curricular materials developed in the School,

such as audio tutorials, single concept films, and tele-

vision tapes.

4. Distribute television tapes for use in pre-service and

in-service education.

Summary

Although the mission of the Laboratory School has never been defined

by the College of Nucation, tradition has delineated expectations that

it
provide an excellent program of instruction for students

enrolled in the School

provide appropriate laboratory experiences of students

in ;Lb? Cllecse of Ec.l.ation

be oxpcIrimental

serve-University faculty and students desiring to conduct

re: earch

provide educational ladership for edncation in the St,).,

and nation

Recently the Co2lege of Education faculty decided that the .r..mphasis

in tht..-Nt',,,rehouid be upon making the lidboroy4'6c?lool'a 7font tx_IlLcr

K'or kwhibttiop

43-ntlyridsPapped by ribortpces in ,rtaff, ./7.pa:).e;q5.)d)I,Va,fis,

',Vr.-rpl) G ;."-XA Mgc.; (1-1)rr.) ovary.at,lund.:9.-dazteiie :ikpatlon fo:e r-

graduate students, especialy at the elementary level.
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A faculty statement of "Values, Beliefs and Goals" has provided

general direction for program development. Many innovative instructional

operations have been adopted during recent years. However, too frequently

change has been made without the scholarly experimental design desired

in a school which should demonstrate model procedures for educational

change.

Legislation of a Special Session of the Legislature in 1968 in-

creased funds for materials, equipment and staff development, and made

possible the addition of three positions to the professional staff.

Programs envisioned for the future will continue to be built upon

the faculty's statement of philosophy, with modification which may be

made as insight increases. Research and experimentation will focus

upon creation of the 'best prrgrom possible, enn9i,stent with this state-

ment. Graduate students will be involved more extensively in program

design, implementation and evaluation. In order to facilit8te integra-

tion of the :Cunetions of -reAearch clad e4c,J,4jmnt,atiull, tecclicr education

bnd program develop p;nb a c4:.,pw in crz_-_,e1Ti 'for c.Licl. a-

tion of the School is recommended.

Under the proposed structure, committees headed by appropriate

p rtmental Chai/mea, vill be charced with r puasibfaity To

41Z: cf nree faacUons 5n Tantion to oach,iirl',5i )71. or '

TmGrwa: TE; te,t% ion; ,biltU) tt .1j.)%nluorne3 C ;

=RV:I "Prm i.z.L.r,icidon (with 13ub-Ctorrilittc;2-

?mgic6nftry iemrielauni nna ector of ,the Sdloca.

coordinate activities of all committees and direct centers for research

and dissemination to be established.


